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Looks With Disfavor on Changes Combinations That Defy Sherman Law Are Having SqualProposed by Senators Root
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of New Mexico
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back (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Governor Mills is expected
from Socorro tonight. He attended
Washington, D. C May 19. Taft is
the commencement exercises of the opposed to amendments to the reciproNew Mexico School of Mines at Socity agreement no matter who is their
corro.
sponsor. The president looks with disFor the Treasury.
of
Territorial Treasurer M. A. Otero favor on the proposed amendments
has received the sum of $285.03 from Senators Root and Lodge, two of his
Cleofes Romero, warden of the peni- personal friends and close advisors.
Mr. Taft believes the agreement should
tentiary, for convicts' earnings.
go through congress as it was introBrought Back Horse.
Mounted Policeman J. OB. Rusk has duced. "He will make his fight along
brought to the city the black horse be- that line, no matter what Republican
longing to the Rev. I. I Tyler. Search leaders attempt to do.
bad been made for the animal for sevHeated Colloquy Over Reciprocity.
eral weeks.
Washington, D. C, May 19. Follow,
Incorporations.
ing a heated colloquy between Senator
The incorporation business is pick LaFollette and Leonard Bronson, of
ing up in Territorial Secretary Jaffa's the National Lumber Manufacturers
office.
Papers of incorporation were Association at today's Canadian recias procity hearing,
filed today by three companies
a declaration by
follows:
Bronson that the conservation policy
The Turquillo Valley Company, at of Roosevelt and Pinchot worked for
Turquillo, 7 miles from Mora, Mora the benefit of the lumber trust and
as forced up the price of lumber, was
county, naming Nicolas Bellino
is stricken from the record. , Bronson
statutory agent. The company
incorporated for $50,000, consisting of had also declared that the withdrawal
The incor by the government of large tracts of
5,000 shares at $10 each.
porators who are also named as di timber lands was the chief cause of
rectors are: Magdalena Bellino, $20,- - high prices of lumber. LaFollette de000; Nicolas Bellino, $6,000; Pedro A. manded to know what authority Bn
Ortega, $100; Claude H. Miller, $100; son had for these assertions, jrais,
George E. Lynch, $100, Rafael Rome Bronson, refused to explain ana after
ro, $100. The company is incorporat a series of questions by .LaFollette,
ed for 50 years.
both assertions and the ensuing collo
The Los Alamos Farms Company quy were expunged on motion of the
which has its office in Las Vegas and senator.
names James H. Stearns as its statutory agent. It is incorporated for
consisting of 500 shares at $100. AT M
R
The incorporators are James H.
Stearns, $2,800; David J. Leahy,' $100;
and Stephen B. Davis, Jr., $100. The
company is incorporated for. 50 years.
The Tularosa Sheep and Land Company at Magdalena, Socorro county,
naming W. M. Borrodaihj as statutory
Exercises
agent. The company is incorporated Commencement
Ros-we- ll
for $100,000 consisting of 1,000 shares , ,: Begin Tomorrow
at $100 each. It commences business
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Booher Charges United States Rebels Shoot Into Each Other No Wonder That Dust Storms Woodrow Wilson Held Up as
Are Blowing in the Great
Supreme Court With Usurpa- Type of Citizenship to Be
by Mistake at Agua
Emulated.
tion of Powers.
Prieta.
Southwest.

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
Sweeping X
New York, May 19
Washington, D. C, May 19.
"It was e usurpation of power X
charges of a gigantic conspiracy to
maintain high prices, to blacklist con- X on the part of the supreme X
cerns not regarded as "proper" to the X court of the United States to X
trade, and to violate generally the X put the word "reasonable into X
law, are made in X the
Sherman anti-trut
law after con- - X
a government suit filed by Attorney X gress had refused to so amend X
General Wickersham in the United X the law," declared Represcnta- - X
States court here today against the X tive Booher of Missouri, in the S
lumber trust.
X House today, discussing the New X
Good Evidence Gathered.
X Mexico and Arizona statehood
X
19.
the
is
This
gov
New York, May
X resolution. He said he did not X
anti-trusuit conformernment's first
at all want to criticise the X
ing to the Bupreme court Standard Oil X court but he agreed with Jus- - X
decision in that it alleges "undue" and X tice Harlan, and he had a right X
unreasonable" restraint of the trade X to
express individual opinion. X
of the consumer and the manufac X Asked whether he could favor X
turer.
X the recall of the three Demo- - X
It is the evident purpose of the plea X cratic judges, who joined in the X
to confine the charge largely to that
X opinion if the power to recall
feature, small stress being placed on X
applied to the supreme court, X
conthe restraint of trade among the
X Mr. Booher said he would not, X
themselves.
spirators
X as he trusUd the wisdom of X
Attorney General JWckershara and X these men to correct a mistake X
McKerchem
have
Special Assistant
devoted mowfhan a year gathering X as sooa as they had the oppor- X
X
X
t
tunity.
eVidence5n which today's suit is

Wire to New Mexican)
(Ey Special Leased Wire to New Tuoxlcan) (By Special Leaspil Wire to Now Mexican) (IV Sl'cI;iUas
Cuernavaca, Mex., May 19. A san-- j
Washington, D. C, May IS. Snow I Atlantic City, May 19. The Rev.
reguinary battle is being fought at
faling this morning in Yellow- - i Charles Little of Wabash, Ind., the
Cuautla, twenty miles southeast of stone Park and it was freezing In Wy- - j llrinS moderator, in the annual ser- here, between the federal garrison un ming and Nevada while the middle i mon of ,n presidin. oincer at tne
der Colonel Munguia, and a force of west and eastern states were swelter- - opening of the Presbyterian uenerai
rebels commanded by Colonel Zapata. ing in the hottest weather of the year. Assembly Here yesteroay, took lor nis
Fugitives arriving here today state A general break in the hot wave was subject. "The Ministry of Elijah and
the streets of Cuautla are strewn with predicted by weather exixrts within Elisha. Then and now," with the text
dead and wounded.
the next forty-eighours, bringing re- from II Kings 2:12 and II Kings
After contrasting the eharac-fieMadero Causes Surprise.
lief to the large cities where the heat 13:1-1sense, are there not Elijahs and
Mexico City, May 19. The news of has caused mny prostrations. .
as destructive, a separatist and reFrancisco I. Madero's coming so soon
Cooler in Colorado.
to the capital was received with great
Considerably cooler weather pre- former, and Elisha as constructive,
interest. The foreign Minister de la vails generally over the Eastern slope harmonizing and a peace maker he
Barra appeared surprised but said he of the Rocky Mountains and Plateau asked whether there were not today
who differed as widely In
would facilitate Madero's arrival by
region, caused by a disturbance mov- ministers
any further agreements that might be ing eastward from the North Pacific gifts, knowledge and wiadom and yet
were equally honored of God.
necessary pending the visit. The coast.
"The" contrast may not be as wide,
coming of Madero is accepted as meanand the dividing line so sharply de- "
ing that the armistice will be contin
ued as a permanent peace pact basis,
fined," said Dr. Little "but in modi- the terms of which will be announced
fied sense, are there not Elijah and
officials in this
Klishes in the pulpit of today? May
by the government
not the glory of the kingdom and its ulcity.
timate victory be hastened thereby?
May End Fighting.
In the prophecy of Isaiah, the Al
Cuernavaca, Mox., May 19. A com
mission
left here last night for
declares that spiritual archi
mighty
base
Cuautala. carrying the news of the
tecture of the church is made comof
the
includes
is evidence
copies
which it is hoped, will put Interesting Exercises
U. S. plete by the different parts which
Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) armistice,
leged agreements, blacklists, and re (By
an end to the fighting.
unite in its construction: 'The glory
Indian Industrial School
Washington, May 19. The desire of
ports of the various organizations
or Lebanon shall come unto thee,
Marching on Mexico.
so
to
on
members
the
and
wholesalers
speak
many
ratailers,
branding
General Figueroa Is leading 3,000
the fir tree, the pine tree and the box
Tonight
who have dared to violate the rules joint statehood resolution admitting rebel
from Iguala presumablj
troops
together, to beautify the place of my
Arizona
caused
New
the
and
Mexico,
of the associations as "poachers,"
en route for this city. Cuernavaca is
and I will make the place
"mavericks," "scalpers" and "illegiti- Democratic leaders to change their the capital of the state of Morelos andj ADDRESS BY DR. GARRISON sanctuary;
of my feet glorious."
The fir tree,
mate dealers," to whom "short shrift" plans for ending the debate and rush- is
forty miles south of Mexico City,
and the box together!
the
tree,
pine
to
bill
and
the
the
must be applied.
today
passage
ing
Cuautala is a town of about 8,000.
May not" the ministers of today by
iliscussion will continue until next
Retailers to Be Prosecuted.
Leader of Mob Executed.
of the School and In- their diversified gifts and methods
ma
Inspection
of
the
New York, N . Y., May 19. Ten Tuesday. The floor leaders
Mexico City, May 19. Advices from
bring greater honor to His name and
dustrial Exhibits Will
trade organizations and more than 150 jority' had hoped to pass the bill be- Pachuca today state that Delgado
church? May they not be the chari
was
but
fore
it
as
defendants
are
today's
adjournment
named
individuals
Follow.
leader of the mob that pillaged
ots of Israel and the horsemen?
to
off
cut
as
deemed
not
wise
debate
in this suit, which may be the first
the town, was shot in the plaza at 6
Such an inquiry is pertinent for any
of several planned by the department long as so many members on each side o'clock last night. The execution was
Eleven Indian pupils will be gradu- age, especially so for the church of
of Justice against combinations of re- had prepared arguments which they ordered by Colonel Hernandez, the
ated tonight at the U. S. Indian In- today. Let us consider the inquiry
tailers in staple commodities and the wisned to deliver. Accordingly, an revolutionary commander,
and was dustrial school. They will e given from these three standpoints:
was
attended
by Represen witnessed
necessaries of life to prevent the ulti- agreement
by members of the Mexican certificates in the various lines of
"1. The Mission of the Pulpit.
r
mate consumer from buying anywhere tative Flood to continue the debate white cross and many prominent citi- work
"2. The Breadth of Christian Docthey have followed while at the
next Tuesday, when the resold zens who
until
local
from
retailers.
except
approved the summary pun- school which aims to give the sed trine.
,
tion will be called
passage, The ishment.
. The government suit is replete with
,.'
t
."
"3." Chrlst.tin Unity."
a
children
real
"industrial''
man's
not
was
senate
in
session
today.
sensational allegations and it is asSchool
Oiaz In Good Spirits.
with $10,000 and the shareholders are
:'
Democrats Losing Ground.
Basing the fundamental work of
serted that builders and consumers of
Mexico City, May 19. The condition
Abram N. Nanta, 98 shares; William
New
the church on the facts that sin is in
The
Mexican.
to
the
The
names
of
the
Special
graduates,
are
over
the
at
lumber the country
of President Diaz continued today satM. Borrodaile 1 share and James G.
the world, that His kingdom ha3 not
Washington, D. C, May 19 Repre- isfactory to his physicians, who said tribe to which they belong and the
Fitch of Socorro, 1 share. The com- BATEMAN WILL HAKE ADDRESS mercy of the retailers'- organizations sentative
work in which they will be graduated yet come, that wickedness prevails in
of that it was
Democrat
Humphreys,
of
United
the
in
sections
different
that
executive
the
likely
pany is incorporated for 50 years.
high places and that "vice, intempMississippi, said: "I favor the imme would leave his room during the day. tonight follow:
States.
Recruit for the Penitentiary.
erance and unbelief lift up their
Nerio Tafoya, Pueblo, shoemaker.
am
I
of
Mexico.
New
diate
admission
He is said to be in good spirits.
The suit filed today is the central
Sheriff Charles A. Stevens and Dep- Chaplain at Fort Bayard Will
heads loftily and the ark of God
Charlie Frank, Pima, farmer.
to admit Arizona with the reThreats on Madero's Life.
body of nine local organizations cov willing
uty William F. Barnett, last evening
to Graduating Class
Rosendo Vargas, Pueblo, farmer.
trembles," Dr. Little asked: What
from
Speak
its
call
eliminated
constitution.
Colum
of
the
district
five
19.
am
"I
states,
Juarez,
Mex., May
ering
going
is the mission of the pulpit under
brought in five prisoners sentenced
Jimmie Whitman, Pima,, serving.
Wednesday.
bia and the cities of Baltimore and Congress has the right, given by the to Mexico City. I have confidence in
by Judge E. R. Wright at Carrizozo.
Isabel Apkaw, Pima, sewing and do- such conditions? Is it surprising iti
to say when it will admit the federal
constitution,
Rumors that mestic science.
government.
Philadelphia.
One is a boy, Bablo Warner, who will
occupants do not always possess the
states."
some one may do me personal harm
Roswell, N. M., May 19. Examina
Important Suit
be taken to the New Mexico Reform
if
Assuming,
aud same ideals?
you
Teodora
Pueblo,
Lopez,
sewing
of
Into
me
no
are
of
Booher,
Democrat,
19.
N.
New
Mexico
New
The
at
the
Representative
tions
York,
Y.,
May
gov
consequence."
Military
school at Springer to serve
three
an equal consecration, is it
please,
science.
domestic
member
of
committee
a
the
In
this
Missouri,
I.
be
finished
will
this
afternoon
Francisco
ernment charges in its brief that by
manner,
Madero,
years for burglary and larceny of cat- stitute
Xotuth Biah, Navajo, carpenter.
surprising to find they differ in the
will an elaborate system of blacklisting, on territories, recited that Kearney Jr., dismissed the report from Mexico
tle. The other four will spend the and the commencement exercises
in outlook,
'
in temperaJames
standpoint,
,
Missouri-ansCatron,
Navajo,
carpenter.
start Saturday, the 20th. However, not only individual consumers but and Doniphan who led the
City this morning that rumors were
next few years in the
ment and in method?
Nat Notah, Navajo, carpenter.
at
the
surrender
received
Santa
in
an
circulation
that
would
baccalaureate
some
the
of
the
industrial
attempt
morning
Sunday
corpor
largest
They are: Juen Chaves, three years,
"In many pulpits the spirit of the ,
Demecio Cata, Pueblo, carpenter.
services in the Institute auditorium ations have been prevented from deal- Fe under instructions of the govern- be made on his life when he arrived
for attempted criminal assault;
older
Ben
blacksmith.
prophet of our text reappears.
Ling,
Navajo,
admishad
ment
which
comat
the capitol.
promised early
will be the real beginning of
ing directly with wholesalers. By al
The minister is burdened with ecRamirez, five years, for burg- mencement.
The Program.
sion to statehood in 1846. The treaty
"The federal government wants to
unlawful
acts
and
leged
agreements
The following is the
lary and cattle stealing; Charles
of the onomic questions and social reforms.
The address Sunday morning is to it is charged that all competition for of "Guadalupe Hidalgo promised the make peace with me," continued Ma- exercises which will beprogram
Bell , three years for
held tonight Children are oppressed; sweat shops
did
also
Gadsden
same
as
the
dero.
occurtreaty.
unfortunate
"if,
any
by
and Robert Swan who must serve a be delivered by Rev. Austin D. Crile, the trade of the contractor, the build He read the remarks of
are numerous; tenement bouses need
Judge A. B. rence, my life should be taken, an- in the chapel at the school.
ers, the manufacturer of finished lum
suspended two years sentence for Pastor Wicker Park Lutheran church,
ventilation; injustice in wages must
committee.
Booher archy would follow in Mexico. I can Band Concert 7:30 to 8 p. m.
Fall
before
the
abconof
ber
the
and
Mr.
a
has
individual
leave
Crile
products
.
Chicago.
cattle stealing.
be rebuked; disease must be arrestRev. A. Besset, 8 p. m.
San- not for a moment take such a report Invocation
seven
counties
said
that
including
'
at
is
sumer
been
has
sence from his congregation and
thrown directly into
School ed; sanitary laws enacted, and the
Rogers Pleads Guilty.
Song
Boys
Jolly
ta
controlled
corpoFe,
by
absolutely
Will Rogersleaded guilty
Solo A Night on the Storming Deep world reclaimed.
Las present engaged in developing a tract the hands of the retailers In the asso- rations, would control the new state. seriously."Diaz Wires Madero.
Such men only
the ciation and its constituent organiza
Clinton J. Crandall, Jr.
Vegas yesterday to the indictments of land which- he purchased from
should be elected to office who will
Andrews jumped up and
Unless . the unforeseen
'
Delegate
Chile
happens,
Mr.
tions.
Berrendo
Farms
Company.
be
against him growing out of the kidtrue, with a passion
therefore, Madero accompanied by his "Be Glad Lass and Lad"
has
The government alleges that in controverted the statement and said
for righteousness.
napping of Waldo Rogers recently at is a man of much experience and
"The Moon's Mistake"
an- personal
These are thj
he
would
make
time
his
that
in
leave
for
the
may
staff,
capithe
some localities the wholesaler selling
lias Vegas. Joe Wiggins, arrested the reputation of being one of
.'
Girls' Chorus conditions which constitute the
swer. Booher said excitedly: "I do tal either tomorrow or the day after.
natu
is
in
best
to
consumer
It
been
has
a
either
Chicago.
preachers
with him and an
heavily not know what the
of many a preacher. As tno
It developed today that, for the "My Academic and Industrial Traindelegate has unral,- therefore, to expect a splendid fined or expelled from the organizanot guilty.
Miss Teodora Lopez soul of Paul was stirred within him
ing"
He said he was a first time since the revolution started,
his
shirt."
der
address from him Sunday at the open- tion.
;,
;t ;v
:
a stock driver and was not Diaz had held direct communication Song "The Summer Rain" ...School at Athens, so is his soul stirred, and
'
ing of commencement.
Jt is believed that should the courts farmer,
WIDELY KNOWN FINANCIER
a
.Supt. C. J. Crandall he summons the church to its duty to
lawyer, but he criticized the su- with the revolutionary leader. Diaz Introduction
The music will be furnished by the uphold;-th'. .Dr.
government's intention preme
COMMITS SUICIDE.
W. B. Garrison mankind.
From the pulpit he goes
and told it what It should last night wired his personal assur Address
court,
chorus.
orchestra
and
Cadet
the
Cadet
is
a
violation
that
of the Sherman and should not
it
A By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
down into the week with the mantle
in its decisions. ances to Madero of his intention to re-- Presentation of Certificates
put'
Colonel
Barlow
the
anti-truhas
been
law to prevent the ultimate
training
New York, May 19. Colonel Henry
Song "In April Time"..... ...School of Elijah and ,with his spirit plead
The Democrats are losing support on tire.
;., .
O. Seixas, a widely known financier chorus and has some splendid songs consumer from buying direct from the the
Benediction.
.
side
the
"The
ing for civic righteousness and naDemocratic
other
can
by
attacking
be
points
settled
by
and a director in many prominent in- for the service. Captain Fletcher, as producer, other suits will be started New Mexico constitution.' There is you and
of school and industrial tional reforms. He is not unmindful
the
Inspection
Judge
message
Carbajal,"
usual
has
his
orchestra
thoroughly
aldustrial corporations, committed sui
against combinations of retailers,
exhibit in room 3 and of domestic of the work of the individual for the
danger of Arizona losing statehood by said.
cide in Central Park this afternoon by trained and it Is considered in far leged to be in control of the market- its friends
New Mexico.
The
science exhibit in room 4.
individual, yet his greatest longing is
made
a
attacking
message
impresbebetter
deep
ever
this
year than
ing of many of the commodities of life. Numerous Democrats told Willis that sion about revolutionary
shooting himself. Seixas was about fore. shape
to see the church as a church going
Battalion Drill.
headquarters.
..70 years of age.Baltimore Denies It ,
he had the best of Flood in the argu Whatever skepticism had existed as
A battalion drill was held at the forth like an army putting the prophwill
afternoon
the
battalion
Sunday
No Reason for Suicide,
Baltimore, Md., May 19. The Retail ment. The vote will be taken on to the real intention of Diazi' appar- school at 10 o'clock this morning. The ets of Baal 'o death, and giving the
New York, May 19. No excuse has give the usual Sunday parade, follow Lumberman's Association of Baltimore
,
Tuesday evening.
ently disappeared when the nature of boys looked very neat in their blue throne to Him whose right it is to
an
exhibition
with
it
drill
Butts
in
ing
as yet been learned for the self-d- e
named in the government's suit filed
Young,
Republican, his direct communication
became uniforms and their drilling showed reign.
Representative
- ( i i manual.'.'".';.:
struction of Seixas.
in New York today, is composed of of Ohio, who succeeded Ralph Cole, known. '
careful training.
"The present governor of this state
Oratorical
Contest.
Hit Heavy in Speculation.
the
local
:'
practically all
retail, deal made his maiden speech in the house
From 2 to 3 o'clock this afternoon of New Jersey is not a minister, but
Madero Gets Cold Feet
conNew York, N. Y., May 19. Mr. 'Monday evening the oratorical
ers in that trade and is a member of on statehood. He favors immediate
Juarez, Mex., May 19. It was def an inspection of the shops and the he occupied the chair at the head of
Whltehouse, the colonel's brother, said test will be held in the auditorium at the Eastern States Lumber .Dealers admission with constitutions as rati- initely decided at 1 o'clock today that Industrial department was held
a great university, a position usually
that in the collapse of the Columbus 9 o'clock. Five cadets will compete Association. Its secretary, George H. fied, except the recall of judges.
Indians Win Game.
Francisco I. Modero Jr., would not enoccupied by ministers, and his church
and Hocking pool the colonel had been for the W. Ona Morton medal. The 'Poehlman, made a sweeping denial ol
Besides dlstngushing themselves in life and duties brought his mission
ter Mexico City until Minister de La
which
is
being presented by the government's charge so far as the 8ANE FOURTH OF JULY
badly hit, and since that time had medal,
Barra became provisional president several contests yesterday when field into close affiliation with that of
been nervous and morose. He was a Mr. Morton, is an especially handsome Baltimore dealers were concerned.
FOR COLORADO 8PRINGS. Senor Madero will leave here within day was held at the U. S. Indian In- ministers. He heard (if we may inone, costing more than sixty dollars.
Couldn't Believe It
bachelor and lived at a club.
day or two for Monterey, or some dustrial school, the Daseball team of terpret him by his acts) a voice bidMr. Morton intends to offer this medal
Philadelphia, May 19. William H.
Colorado Springs, May 19. Colora- point in the state oi Cdkhuila, there to that school vanquished St. Michael's ding him, as he understood
It, take
. the
sb a prize each year. It will no doubt McBride,
of
Lum- do
president
the larger vision and lead the comSprings will have a safe and sane wait developments at the Capital.
College by a score of 9 to 3.
be a means Qf stirring up much inter- bermen's Exchange of this city, and
ROMERO SAW MILL
Fourth of July. The question of firea
monwealth to a nobler citizenship, so
Rebels Get Six Cabinet Jobs.
est among the cadets in literary socie also head of the Retail Lumbermen's works was discussed
DESTROYED BY FIRE.
by the council
that there might be presented to the
Juarez,
Mex., May 19. Assurances X PATRONIZE THE
work.
who
con
of
cadets
to
The
are
ty
Association
refused
X
Philadelphia,
and the mayor was instructed to Issue were received by the Insurrectos
EXCHANGE TOMORROW. X individual fewer temptations and a
test for the prize are as follows:
today X
to believe this afternoon that the a
X Loss Is $23,000 With Only
forbidding the firing that they coula name six members of X
proclamation
Not
only because it is .for X better idea' of life. It is not amiss
A.
G.
Deacon
A Message to the government had entered suit in New of
X
$8,000 Insurance Flames
dangerous explosives.
the new cabinet. Minister de la 3arra, X the public library hut because X lor this assemDiy, with this example
Men
of
Young
the
York
the
Eastern
Wjest.
ReStates
in
against
X
Forest.
Raging
to name a
of foreign re- X you will get more than your X in mind, devoutly to hope that the
J. C. Knollin The Power of the tail Lumber Dealers
Association,
X
X money's worth.
number of christian statesmen may
lations
and
a
war.
minuter
It Isn't often
of
Press.
with
restraint
of
it
trade in X 8ANTA FE HA8 NO
charging
X Special tp the New Mexican.
X that home cooking, home bak- Rebels
Each
8hoot
increase, even though
Other.
at times,
anti-truJ.
J.
of
the
MeCollisterMan's
Sherman
Conquest violation
The E. Romero saw mill, four X
X
X
BASEBALL TEAM.
too
or Nature.
often.
reare
they
law.. "Practically every retail firm X ; Mayor Arthur Seligman was X Naco, Sonora, May 19. T,he advance X ing and home sweets are offer- - X not
,
X' miles west of Tajique in the X
of Lomeii's rebel force, mrach-in- X ed for sale in the open market, X cruited fresh from the ranks of col
M. A. Otero, Jr. Idealism;
to
guard
in
the
this
belongs
association.
city
Supreme
counX Manzano forest, Torrance
X called this afternoon by long X
X
west from Agua Prieta, was mis- x. at least, not in Santa Fe, for X lege presidents and the clergy."
t
It seems impossible for me to believe X. distance telephone from Albu- - X
X ty, was destroyed by fire, last X Attribute of Life.
Dr. Little urged close adherence to
taken for a force of federal troops X the average housekeeper has X
A.
ay
that
the
The
makes
Present
such
Murray
government
seri
;
million
Las
a
X
X
and
X
Vegas,'
by
querque
night including
feet,
X her hands full to supply her X the creed in his discussion of "The
Talk of Environment.
toda and fired upon by the
ous and ridiculous allegations," he X
early
of
X
baseball
X of lumber valued at 116,000 .X s. w.
teams
managers
O. Morton 6f Los
All
garrison at Naco. Five rebels X own table. But in" this instance X Breadth of Christian Doctrine.
Angeles, Caljsaid,
X and insured for $8,000.
X there, asserting that dates had X
The X woo naa
one
and
to
were shot and serious-I- - X all these things and more wul X churches have creeds, written or unclvil'an
addeliver
the
arranged
X been arranged for games at X
X mill cost $8,000 and had no in- - X dress to the
wounded before the garrison discov-ere- X be found on the exchange table X written ," he said.
'The churchy
graduating class on Wed- ALBERT CLANCY INJURED
X Santa Fe on Sunday. The mayor X
. X suranoe.
Fires are raging in X
IN BASE BALL GAME.
its mistake. It is believed that X bs prepared by some of the X which has a mission has it because
evening, has been unavoidably
inform both managers X
to
X the forests round about and a - X nesday
had
X
detained and will not be able to fill
were X most skilled honsewives
and X of its own interpretation of the word
Acting Attorney General Harry S. X that Santa Fe has no baseball X seme or ine wounded, who
X heavy wind is scattering the X the
The school has been Clancy has received word from his
That interoretatinn ahnuM
to
engagement
X
the
daintiest
American
Fe. X God.
in
side
hands
for
Santa
brought
field
at this time. X
X team in the
flames. For a while the Ogier X
however, in securing- - Major son Albert Clancy, that he was Into X A
fortunate,
- . X be clear and decided.
When it ceases
X
will
The
die.
Pubwill
tables
be
treatment,
at
the
of the board of con- - X
: X
mill was In daneer.but the wind X C. C.
meeting
Bateman, Chaplain United States Jured tat a practice came in St. touts X trol last evening was
X lie library which will be open X to possess and preserve a doctrinal
Is Denied.
Plot
X
, X shifted
slimly
mill
and the
Is out X army, stationed at Fort
Bayard. N. M. a few days ago and may be laid up for X attended and resolved that it ' X Mexico 'City, May 19. The govern X tomorrow forenoon from 10:30 X identity, it will lose its place among
X of danger for the present For- - X who will arrive In
Rotwell
next Tues- at least three weeks. A fowl which X had nothing to "control" until X ment officials discredit the report of X a. m., for forenoon shoppers, X the active working forces of the king-- "
' X est Ranger H. N. Gains has or- day, being a guest at the ' institute was hatted just before the
"
umpire call X the various baseball factions of X a plot to attempt the life of Francisco X and from 2 p. m. for afternoon X dom. The Presbyterian church has-- '
ganlsed a force to fight the Are.
ed the game struck him on his thumb X Santa Fe get together.
X buyers.
X
. X
X
X
S'HtX X
X X
X
(Continued oh Page Five.)
and split his hand open.
(Continued on Page Five.)
X X X
X X
x x--x X X X X
X
(Contlnutd on Pag Sevan.)
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JUST HALF
Clyde,

The Little Store

Ky- .- Mrs

from Clyde: "I recommend
tonic, to any
Cardui, the woman's
woman in need of a remedy.
For
five years, I was unable to do my
Half my time was spent
own work.
At last I tried Cardui. Now
in bed.
I am well and happy, and can do my
own work." Don't suffer pain, headache, backache, and other womanly
miseries, when your own druggist
has on hi3 shelf a remedy for such
Get a bottle for
troubles Cardui.

"The Bfest I Know In Every Loaf"

women, nothing has been found
for 50 years that would take its place.
v
It will
TW ?

TRY IT

1111,

-

l- -

Santa Fe.

ALL

WITH

TICKETS

REGISTER

Telephone

song I sing
But alike I say to the imp and saint,
To the hordes who strive and the
few who live
When the soul is shy and the heart
is faint,
That the white, white rose is the
ro3e to giv.

Would Be Senator in Trouble William Cullen Hicks, of Phoenix, Arizona, candidate for U. S. Senator, who
gave out flowery interviews at Albuquerque, according to the Morning
Journal, has vanished from Raton,
leaving worthless paper and mourning
j victims.

Oh, the old may scoff at the dreams
of youth,
And a frown may flit o'er the face
of Time;
And the Fates may grieve at the lot
CAKES
of Truth,
Wild-eyeand astray in the field of

To Stamp Out Red Light District-Fi-fty
determined citizens stormed the
Albuquerque city council and demanded that the notorious red light district in the business center be abolished.
However, the city fathers crawfished and referred the matter to a

No. 40.

CASH

in the painful injuries.

PURCHASES.

i

6 Loaves of Bread for 25c
EXTRA FINE IMPORTED OLIVE OIL
EVERY DAY BREAD PIES CREAM PUFFS

FRESH

J-

d

afterwhile,
There is naught of sense

Southern Corner Plaza,
GIVE

I

W. C. T. U. Elects Officers.
The W. C. T. V. at Estancia, this
week elected the following officers:
vice
Mrs. W. H. Mason; sec
president,
.
,
...
..
tarv, miss arrie aieuneiuytsr: ireas- -

Two Hurt in Runaway.
GIFT ROSES.
While
returning from a baseball
Oh, the loon may laugh and the sage
game at Las Vegas, Charles O'Malley
smile,
may
and his horse and spring wagon figAnd the
mock, and in ured in an
exciting runaway and E.
words that sting;
T. Plowman and Fred Nolette, who
And the world may hold through the were
riding in the vehicle, received

WINTER
WE

j

"

rhyme;
committee.
But there's bliss untold in a crimson

NAPOLEON

LOUIS

The
to work to advantage in both.
three districts have in them nearly
half of the children of school age in
the county outside the city. District
13

flush,

PHONE

191

Licenses.
j
A marriage license was granted at
live,
Vegas to Ethel M. Arnold, aged
And when cheeks are tinged with a 18, of Pecos, and Elliot S. Barker,
conscious blush,
aged 24 of Cowles. A marriage liThen the pink, pink rose is the rose cense was Issued at Albuquerque to
to give.
Mrs. Stella Shoulders and William A.
i
Holdinghausen, both of Belen.
Oh, the prudes may preach 'till the
planets fall,
Contract Awarded for Sewer.
And the law browbeat 'till there is
To Thomas McGovern and P.
no sun,
Ryan of Pueblo, Colorado, was award- And the weak may shrink, and a ed py the city council ot ias vegas,

BLACK

When the dry spell comes
this summer you will need
a gasoline engine to run
V'
your pump and save your
croos. When these en- gines are not pumping they can.be connected to
any other machine and will run it cheaper than
running it by hand power.
You can have complete information and price
on an outfit suitable for your work by applying

cm

to the agent.

breath enthrall,
Till the last

of the earth
is done;
But a man will woo, as the spring will
bud,
And a maid will heed, and the
heart will live,
And when love is bred in the bone
and blood,
Then the red. red rose is the rose
to give.
Ruth Methven Thomson In Colum
life-tas- k

&

AROUND

ALFALFA SEED.

INTERNATIONAL

RETAIL

STOCK

Phone Black

pin

f

store.

house in Santa Fe

Lump, nut and

mine run coal

YARD ON KICKOX STREET, NEAR
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.

THOVUS R DELQADO, Mgr.

RIDE IN THE MOON

Pleaded
Boscoe,
Guilty Frank
pleaded guilty at Roswell to forging
checks. Frank Marsden, who with
Boscoe had broke out of jail, pleaded
guilty to the same charge.

SELIbll
Puritan Art Draperies
THE NEWEST MATERIALS FOR DECORATING

?

YOUR HOME

?

ft

If;

j
Vienna Silkoline
Dundee Burlap
Geneva Cloth
Corona Cloth
Dimity Cloth
Carpets
Rugs
FOR

HALF A CENTURY

Duplex Scrim
Radium Cloth
Duplex Calais
English Taffeta

tI

Denim

I

Curtains

THE LEADING

DRY

GOODS

HOUSE

IN THE

CITY

the various districts as truant

P. O. Box 219

Phone No. 36 $

s

PRINT PAPER MADE
CHEAPER IN CANADA.

I

Enforcing Compulsory School Law.
The school directors of districts J,
Heavy Judgment The Citizens Na. and 13, of Bernalillo county, have
tional Bank of Roswell was given
judgment against W. E. Washington united in the appointment of a spe
work
and H. C. Long for $4,300 and against cial truant officer who will
He
jointly in the districts named.
Washington singly for $355.
will spend alternate days in Old Albu
o
querque, district 13, and in the other
Tracked by Footprints Gavino
was arrested at Phoenix for plac- two, San Jose and Barelas, which are
rail across the tracks to so located as to Tender the officer able
ing a
wreck a Southern Pacific train. He
was tracked by his footprints.
PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS.
PAZO OINTMENT Is Buarariteed to mire
any case of Itching. Blind, Bleeding or Pri
Arrested for Criminal
Assault
Piles in 6 to 14 days or money reJohn Bennett was arrested at Hager-ma- trudlng
funded, 60e.
Chaves county, on the charge of
having committed a criminal assault
at Llano, Texas.
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT.
Heavy Drinker Found Dead in Bed
La Salle Restaurtan
John Mirrissey, well known bricklayer, was found dead in bed at Silver
CHAS. GANN, Prop.
City. He had lived in Silver City six
"
Telephone 11.'
years and was thought to be in good
Two
Doors Below
Andrews Store.
health.
Regular Meals 25 Cents
Dividend Declared The Ernestine
Short Order at all Hours
Mining company, operating in the
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
Mogollons, Socorro county, has de
clared another one per cent dividend French Noodle Order 20c. a dish
New York Chop Suey 50c.
the second thsi year, on its capital
of $1,500,000.

f

Mu-ert-

Clubs Must Take Out License
The city council of Albuquerque after
consulting legaL. advice, has decided
that clubs at which intoxicants are
dispensed must take out reatil liquor
licenses and must observe Sunday
law.

30 H. P.

$1,500
We repair and care for all makes
GASOLINE AND SUPPLIES.

SANTA FE GARAGE

t

W. H. KERR
AGENT WUBBS LAUNDRY.

Phone us, we will be glad to call forj
your laundry on Mondays and Tuesdays and deliver on Thursdays and
'
Fridays.
All work is guaranteed; your socks
are mended and buttons sewed on
your shirts without extra charge.
PHONE RED 122

PHONE RED 122

"TACKLE" OUR FISHING TACKLE AND YOU'LL LAND ANY
FISH THAT TACKLES YOUR BAIT.
WE DO NOT "BAIT" CUSTOMERS BY SELLING THEM THINGS
THEY KNOW SOMETHING A BOUT AT A VERY LOW PRICE, AND
THEN GETTING VERY HIGH PRICES ON THINGS THEY DON'T
KNOW ANYTHING ABOUT.
WE WANT YOUR TRADE ONLY BECAUSE WE DESERVE IT.

Hardware Co.

Wood-Dayi- s

Phone 14.

If Its Hardware We Have

oal

WHOLESALE
AND RETAIL

Screened

RATON
YANKEE

it

Phone 14

Wood
Lump

CERRILLOS

Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smithing Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.
;

EiiJ?52E?.-Telephone

Ask Yourselves

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

85

REAL

Steam Coal.
VS

,

ESTATE-AN-

Telephone 85

INSURANCE

n,

Phone Red 100

Phone Red 100

Palace Ave.

Imperial Laundry
For Best Laundry Work

Improved and unimproved City Property, Orchards
and RancLes Also a number of the finest Fruit and
Alfalfa Ranches in theEspanola Valley with the Very Best of water rights
and one of the finest orchards on the Tesuque at a Bargain.

PHD

lUu

AI

F

JAIX

Modern Residences for Rent.

103

F.M. JONES.
who does your Cleaning and Pressing,
and those who are best satisfied with
their orders in that line will surely
refer you to us. We have built up a
woVk
s
reputation for doing
In a short time and at a very moderate
We are pleased to receive
charge.
family trade, andyissure you beforehand of complete satisfaction.

Palace Ave.

v

LIVERY STABLE

high-clas-

Pettines Given Change of Venue.
101 Washington Ave
Basket leaves Monday and Tuesday
Judge Clarence J. Roberts at Las Returns Thursday and
Friday.,
Vegas, granted the motion for a
change of venue for John Pettlne and AGENCY AT O. K. BARBER SHOP.
Miguel Pettine, who are charged with
MRS. F. O. BROWN, AGENT
unlawfully branding sheep. It was
TAILOR.
admitted by District Attorney Ward Phono Rfld No. 23 Phone Red No. 23
Cor. Palace and Washington Avenues
that there was prejudice against the

Julius Muralter

Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle lime.

CALL
UP

'Phone 9

CHA5. CL0S50N

itteiivm
Am

m

MARCH

look's Pharmacy
Phone213
-

$

tember.

Recruit for Penitentiary Chief Justice W. H. Pope sent Walter Cecil to
Phone Black the penitentiary from Roswell to
serve six months for swearing falsely Chicago for burial.
45
in regard to a land entry.

Eugenio Romero
LUMBER & COAL YARD
Lumber and all kinds
of building material

1903

Incorporated

1 342

-

FOOD.

LEO HERSCH

45

THE STATE

Ransom
Acquitted George Ransom was acquitted at Gallup of the
charge of larceny of $280 from a

All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and package

The only exclusive

children, district

1856.

'

Sui for Divorce In distrct court at
El Paso, Emma E. Krause has filed
suit for divorce against Cherles A.
Krause.

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.
Sole Agents For

1911.

1

Phone Black 6619

WHOLESALE

1,129

Washineton. May 19 President Taft
to the senate the tariff board's
ull rep0rt of its investigation of the
pulp and news prjnt paper industry in
the contract for the construction of!tv,0 nnitpd states and Canada. Sum- a sewer system in the district estab mar i zed briefly the report says a ton
lished some time ago upon recommen- of news print paper is made in Canadation of the Citizens' sewer commit- da for $5.35 less than it is made in
tee. The contract price is $20,663.
the United States. The average Canadian cost is given as $27.53 and the
Damage By Storm in Curry County. average cost in the United 'States at
In a rainstorm at Clovis the Magic $32.88. The duty under the present
City Furniture Company was struck tariff is $3.75.
by lightning. No great damage was
done though the occupants of the.
store and the owner, Mr. Johnson,'
$100 Reward $100.
were thoroughly frightened. In the
The readers of this paper will be
country north of Clovis several build-- pleased to learn that there is at least
ings were blown over but no persons one dreaded disease that
science
injured.
has been able to cure in all its
Hall's
stages, and that is Catarrh.
Death of Healthseekers.
Catarrh Cure is the only positive cure
Otto H. Nemitz died at Albuquerque Catarrh being a constitutional disease,
after a stay of ten days in the city. requires a constitutional treatment
He leaves a wife, who was with aim Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internal
at the time he passed away. Mr. Ne ly, acting directly upon the blood and
mitz was a victim of tuberculosis, mucous surfaces of the system, therewhich he contracted in Alaska, where by destroying the foundation of the
he went some years ago in search ot disease,
and giving the patient
gold, and where he amassed a con- strength- by building up the constitusiderable fortune. He spent last win- tion and assisting nature in doing
ter in California, went from there to its work. The proprietors have so
Williard and a short time ago came much faith in its curative powers
to Albuquerque in his fruitless search that
they offer One Hundred Dollars
for health. ' Mrs. Anna Piatt of Rich for any case that it fails to cure.
mond, Ind., aged 22 years, died at Send for list of testimonials. Address
Las Vegas of tuberculosis. She was
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
the wife of Carl Piatt, a cook employ
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
ed at the White Kitchen. Besides
Take Hall's Family Pills for conthe husband, a daughter, Thelma stipation.
three years old, is left motherless by
her death. The body will be sent to

bian.

M.

1,

ficer, and he will take up his duties at
the time the schools open next Sep- -

,

FRANK F. GORMLEY,
Santa Fe, N.

0

j

a

has

and district 5 378. The total number
of school children in the county, ex- elusive of the city, is 4,089. Jose
azar has been chosen by the boards

.,

In a quick pulse beat and a bid to

Groceries and Delicatessen

Eslablished

AFFLICTION

is all the more terrible because it can't
tell you how it suffers. But there is relief at hand not only relief but a permanent cure from prickley heat,
rashes, hives, exzema and all other
skin affections so prevalent among infants during the summer months. If
you want t see your baby rest easy
once again and a look of relief
spread over its little face, just apply
this splendid r medy ZEMO. We believe honestly and sincerely that in
ZEMO you will find the cure you have
been praying for. We can tell you
in all truth that we have made thousands and thousands of parents happy
with this simple, but sure remedy.
And to prove our absolute sincerity,
we have instructed all druggists selling ZEMO, to refund the purchaser his
money if the very first bottle does not
bring relief. Used persistently thereafter ZEMO is bound to cure.
ZEMO and ZEMO SOAP make the
most economical as well as the cleanest and most effective treatment for
affections of the skin and scalp whether on infant or grown person.
Sold by druggists everywhere and in
j
ganta Fe by our' authorized agent
The Capital Pharmacy.

i

cross-graine-

FRIDAY, MAY

k SKIN

Luis Garcia Acquitted.

After a deliberation of about fifteen
minutes the jury at Las Vegas in the
case of Luis Garcia, who was charged
with assault with a deadly weapon
upon the person of Manuel D. A.
Maes, returned a verdict of not guilty.

'

,

M.

men in San Miguel county. The trial
THE AGONY OF A BABY UNDER
will be held In Santa Fe county.

IN BED.
I. A.
Decker,

writes

DENVER BREAD

2T.

-

WINDS

CHAPS

Chapped, red, rough, cracked and inflamed skin is usuallytlie result
of exposure to the March winds. Such unpleasant conditions may
not be entirely preventable, but they can be made less annoying.
Perhaps we can help you, we have ZOOK'S BENZOIN WITCH HAZEL
and ALMOND CREAM for the use of all wintry skins, and to keep
your complexion perfect in all kinds of weather.
'

II

look's Pharmacy
Phone 213
3.C

lOOD'YS

From

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.

teams.

Sm:y

'

HACK LIME

Leaves Barranca on the
the north bound train and
Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than
war. Good covered hack

any otter
and good
E"

$5.00

FARE

CERTAIN RESULTS

'

NEGLECT

8ure The Are.
Many a Santa Fe Citizen Knows How
Nothing uncertain auout the work
of Doan'g Kidney Pills in Santa Fe.
There is plenty of positive proof of
this in the testimony of citizens. Such
the most
evidence should convince
skeptical doubter. Bead the following

We Have Built Up

Mrs. Desederia J. de Quintana, College St, Santa Fe, N. M., says: "Several years ago I used Doan'g Kidney
Pills and I was cured of a had attack ANNUAL
of kidney complaint. At that time a

statement appeared in the local
pers, telling of my experience and I
now ' take pleasure in confirming all
that was then said in favor of Doan's
Kidney Pills. I had pains in my back
that' made it difficult for me to stoop
an there were othe." troubles which
plainly showed tha my kidneys were
at fault. Soon after I began taking
Doan's Kidney Pills, improvement
was noticeable and tho contents of
two boxes restored m7 kidneys to
their normal condition and removed
the pain from my back. I am glad to
say that during the time that has
since passed, my cure has been per-

ll

ll

Charles W. Dudrow

PIAN05

They have hundreds of
satisfied customers in New Mexico
- and Arizona.
Co.
A letter, a telegram or a telephone
Schiller.
to them regarding pianos, prices and
Victor
terms will prove to prospective piano
buyers that the firm of LearnarG-un- Milton and the World Famous Cecilian deman Co. will meet every customer
Interior Player Pianos, and many more than half way in making
other makes.
purchase of a piano a simple nd sat
This firm has purchased over six isfactory business transaction, not on
car loads of pianos during the past of doubt and uncertainty.

ten months.

Jesse-Frenc-

Tbe Square Music Dealers

Albuquerque,

N. M.

CO.
:: Established

WOO

FE OFFICE WITH SANTA FE TRAIL CURIO CO.

SANTA

1

::

N

University of New Mexico.
Albuquerque, N.

J(l

M.

Summer School, 1911.

&
-

-

v-

,

Six Weeks, June 5th to July 14th.
Principal' subjects offered': ' Gener- -

al History, English Literature, Physics, Chemistry,
Zoology, Classics,
Modern Languages.
Special Courses for High School In-

-'

"

We furnish and install
the complete system and

d

shall be glad to make up
estimates for any problem,
whatever its character or
wherever it may be.

'

Aerial Transportation
reduces labor ,cost, increases output and insures
you against all accidents
in handling.

'!

Needs of School.

The needs of the school a3 pointel
out by the superintendent are: a
brary; appropriation for further ac
comodations, there being right now
a waiting list of over 30 pupils for
whom there is no room, a heating
plant and more office equipment.
Neglect Causes Blindness.
The report of the oculist, J. B. Gray,
emphasizes the fact that most of the
children who come to the school
largely owe their condition to neglect in . childhood.
"The lack of at
tention at home," says Dr. Gray, "is
expensive to the territory and some
remedy should be sought." On examining the eyes of 27 pupils, the ocu
list found that twelve had been afflicted with Ophthalmia neonatorum
wmcn caused total blindness in 23
eyes; seven with trachoma; two with
refractive error, two with congenital
with
and three
!i-- 1

'
Board of Directors.
The board of directors consists of
the governor,
Hon. Alford
W. Cooley, president; G. J. Wolfing
er. secretary and treasurer:
W. A.
Hawkins of Three Rivers, N. M., and
I J J. Aragon and
George B. Barber of
Lincoln, N. M. Messrs Cooley and
Wolfinger form the executive com
mittee.
:
nt ui,
.Aiw.-i .
.r,,v,. t t vi
auWiiiuC.iucui,
published in both English and. Spanis complete and most interesting,
showing that the institute is carvyin
011 a practical
thorough work foe the
education of the blind boys anl girls
of New Mexico. ine nsi 01 stuaems
shows that there are 59 enrolled, 10
ot these being from Bernalillo coun
ty, as follows: Francisco and Carlos
Gonzales; William Harrison, Lauren
Heydt, Lewis Meehan,
Julian San- -

"Brown-hoist-

move all loads up to ten
tons twenty if necessary.

'
.

Write us I nihn and tell us iirit you arc interested in

Acrinl Transportation.
of a ton to forty tons.
TRIPLEX 16 Sizes:
BLOCKS 300 Active Stockt: all over the United States.

The Yale & Towne Mfg. Co.
Also Duplex Blocks, Differential Blocks and Electric Moists

The Makers of Yule Products
IK-ks- .

Door

smallpox.

"

BLOCKS

trolleys and running on an overhead track
have reduced the problems
of short lifts and hauls
to .the simplest form.
With this system, one
man, alone, can lift and

The foregoing extract from the report of the president of the New
Mexico Blind Institute at Alamogor-dsums up the idea which lies beinstitution and
hind this splendid
which is making it one of the most
useful and humanitarian in New Mext-icThe president's brief report is
incorporated in the fourth annual re
port of the institution for the year
ending June 1910, being the report of
the board of trustees and the officers
including a lengthy and most interesting presentation of the work by
the superintendent, R. R. Pratt.
The 'introduction to the report by
Judge Cooley says:
"To allow any child to grow up in
ignorance and idleness is as
?s it is morally wrong.
It is in the highest degree desirable
that the blind should be workers rath
er than beggars or pensioners."
The detailed reports of work in the
literary, musical, industrial, and physical culture departments, illustrated
with numerous pictures all go to shov
that the work is being done efflcieni- In the physi
and conscientiously.
cal culture department especially .he
school is proud of having in its possession two handsome silver tromiy
cups won in competition in atheletic
events with all the blind schools of
the country.

n

LEARNARD-LINDEMAN-

TRIPLEX

o

in large quantities and have every
TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
modern facility for furnishing the
Connections made with Automobile
very beat rough or dressed
line at Vaughn for Roswen, dally.
Lumber
Automobile leaves Vaughn for Ros-weof every description. We are that
at 8:30 a. m. and arrives at Ros-weenabled to make the very beat price
at 3:30 p. m. Automobile leaves
for Lumber of such high grade. Roswell for Vauehn at 6 p. m. The
We will be pleased to figure on your 'are between Santa. F and Torrance
contracts.
is $5.80 and between Torrance and
Roswell $10. Reserve seatB on automobile by wire. J. W. ff'ockard.

Learnard-Lindeman-

PUBLISHED

Thirty Children on Waiting List
Who Could Not Be

Foster-Milour-

Chickering Bros.
Bush and Lane.

REPORT

Transportation

pa-

For sale hy all dealers. Price BO
a
uo.,, uunaio,
cents.
New York, Bole agents tor the United
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other.

PIAN05

A,e rial

At Territorial Asylum Seven
Lost Sight From Trachoma
Three From Smallpox
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Guilders' Hardware,
Hoists
Checks ami Chain
Local Office:
Cliiongo

Piicllix'k.f.

(YALE)
Boston

9 Murray Street,

New York,

U.S.A.

Sun Francisco

Washington

I CLEANLINESS
OF PREMISES
CONTRACT AWARDED FOR
ERA OF SCENIC HIGHWAY
tions to be exposed to the swarms of
TO DESTROY HOUSE FLY. flies.
PUBLIC BUILDING AT ROSWELL.
BUILDING IN COLORADO
Don't let flies crawl over the baby's
Washington, D. C, May 19. J. E.
Denver, Colo., May 19. "We have Man's Deadliest Enemy Should Be mouth and, swarm upon the nipple of
Wand and A. L. Pennock of Philadel
Swatted by Every Housekeeper
its nursing bottle.
phia, Pa., have been awarded the con passed the period of talking about road
Fees.)
and Every Community.
tract for the building of the federal building in Colorado, and are now
Clean up your premises, Inside and
Circular of Information on applica..ih. building roads." That was the text
hiilhlin. In Pncnoll Thi.
tion to the Registrar of the
and then see that others do the
out,
war
on
the
Those who are waging
"
of the address made by C. R. McLain
mitted a bid 044,400 which was
same.
Strike at the root of the evil.
cepted by tne government The spe of Canon City, one of the prize good flies a most useful and important
The housefly breeds in horse manure,
cincaUon3 call tor very best materials road builders of the state, before the war speak of the fly as the-fl- y
that
like. Dispose
President "will not wipe his feet:
It is a kitchen offa.s and the
exchange.
obtainable, and skilled workmanship real estate
and tne building is to be one of the Hitchings introduced McLain as the good rough phrase to attract atten- - of these materials in such a way
. S t. .1
the housefly cannot propagate.
n ..
nm.ASvn
handsomeKt structures in thp rout - mnn
i
iiu m u o in a
mail
tion, but unfortunately the fly DOES that
laic ucgicc
ell windows and doors and inScreen
west. It is expected that work will sponsible for the Royal Gorge road,
He
ipe his feet.
wipes his feet on
sist
that
your grocer, butcher, baker
of
commence in a very short time, and dedicated last week. The members
the food that you eat, on the faces
the contracting firm will have repre- - the exchange are all boosters for and on the lips of your sleeping chil- - and every one from whom you buy
There is
sentatives on the ground very shortly good roads, and the speaker received ren.
He is a frequenter of offal; food stuff do the same.
well
house
in
a
more
health
screened
j an ovation.
to lay out the preliminary plans.
the female fly lays her eggs in the
The flies in millions than in many a doctor's visit.
manure piles.
settle on the refuse, the sewerage
that washes all along the beach along
Arrested by Mounted Police .
Successor to B. P. Williams
the water's edge in great cities.
Self accused of having robbed the
All these germs, all imaginable, pockets of Alberto Estrada of $15 in
horrible microbes, fasten themselves cash, a man who gave the name of
to the spongy feet of the fly and the John Smith, was arrested yeat-rdainto the house on Santa Fe train No. 13 at Las Vefly brings the germs
and there WIPES THEM OFF HIS gas, by Captain Fred Fornoff and A.
And that does more to spread A. Sena of the territorial mounted poFEET.
I have purchased the entire stock of horses &
equipment formerly
lice. Estrada is a native of old Mexityphoid than any other cause.
owned by B. P. Williams and will continue to operate it as a FIRST
How often have you seen a fly co. He was on hi way to Kansas
CLASS LIVERY where we will be ready at 411 times of day or night
standing on a lump of sugar in the where he expected to obtain employAlbusugarbowl, industriously shuffling his ment. As the train was leaving
I will
to furnish you with any kind of a rig you may want.
He is wiping the dis- querque he discovered the loss of his
front feet!
ease germs off, rubbing them on the money.
ndeavor to five prompt and efficient service and trust to merit
sugar that you are going to eat.
:
:
::
our patronage.
::
If you have doors or windows with
out screens, in the. city or in the
country, put the fly. screens in now,
AND KEEP THE FLIES OUT.
The fly is tbe greatest spreader of
Phone 139 Rid
Santa Fe, N.M .
disease, one of the greatest enemies
of humanity, and one of the most dan-gerous.
Many people put in their fly
screens early in the spring, or, if they
.
Should not only taste good
neglect it then; they let the neglect
NEW MEXICO MILITARY ntSTiTOT!
but should nourish the body.
NEW MEXICO'BLIND INSTITUTE AT ALAMOGORDO.
continue, waiting for the next spring.
Some people, stick to certain
As a matter of fact, the fly screens
Roswell, New Msxico.
foods they have been accust-ume- d
that keep out the dangerous insects
"The West Point of the Southwest"
to eat, but which do not
inal is warm, a pack of the best blood. and the disease germs that these in
chez, Stella and Lidia Apodaca; Al-- 1 BLOODHOUND IS AS GENTLE
. Ranked by United States War Depart
give the power of mind and
AS FRENCH POODLE. hounds from the next county is turn sects
tha Carbojas, Clara Epple, Amalia,
from
on
their
.feet
wipe
your
body to be had from some other
ed loose, etc.
One may read some food, are most Important now, in the
Lola, Louise and Ruth Gonzales, and
foods.
Army officers detailed by War DeparAs to Abillity to Track Criminals No thing like this every week.
Priscilla Ortiz.
But one early year.
:
tment
Given
Been
never
Ever
The superintendent reports unusu
reads of the bloodhounds really
Proof Has
by
Fortunately, the disease germs
getting the criminal at bay. If they themselves do not
Savage Looking Canine.
Thorough Academic course, preparing al progress during the past year, the
fly.
They could
man
tree
been
into
to
all
breaks
effort
made
bloodhound
men
The
is
he
a
No
man.
or
the
along
having
tor
Dnsuess
print
lire.
wrong
young
college
Grape-Nupass through the screen as easily aa
the
This
old
to
work
one
ever
the
into
ad
most
has
introduce
be
convicted on the
dog
poor
ought
ureal amount or open forworn, neani
periodically..
an open doorway. They reach
through
use
in
in eastern insti- been traduced by novelists and histor- testimony of a bloodhound. A blood'
iest location of any Military School in vanced ideas
your children only when larger insects
the Union.
Located in the beautiful tutions for 'he blind. The work has ians till it is but reasonable. that some houna on tbe trail of a criminal is bring them and spread them.
made' from whole wheat and
and
in
in
He
been
bis
defense.
one
as
the
should
rise
Just
as
to
not
up
to
trot
placed
pupils
graded
the
Pecos Valley, the garden spot of the
apt
up
barley, by a good expert, is all
Keep out the bigger insects, the
to
terdescribed
a
best
as
classes
needs.
their
back
been
canine
has
adapted
West-a- t
porch of a gentle old person and flies, the
an elevation of 3700 feet above
absorbed by the system for
and you keep
mosquitoes,
made
throughout the build ror and a
quadruped wag his tail in esctacy at the sight of out the invisible
sea level sunshine every day, but little Changes
building up a clear brain and
enemies.
deadly
s
with keener scent, sharper teeth, and a ham bone.
ing have adden to its
a strong body.
ran or snow onrug session.
He
Wherever
Goes
Death
Disease
and
and increased the comfort of the
fiercer appetite for raw meat than any
Follow.
Fourteen Officers and Instructors, aU
May
The superintendent takes oc- creature met by Colonel Roosevelt on
Teachers Elected.
War to the death should be declar
and cream or
Try Grape-Nut- s
graduates from standard eastern colleges casion to point out the often-mad- e
his game trails; the Washington Star
Teachers for the coming year were ed upon the little pest. His presence
milk regularly for the cereal
Duumags, noroaghry ruraisbt. mistake of indulgent parents in keep- says;
The bloodhound Is charged elected by the board of education of is
a disgrace.
His touch may be
part of the morning meal a
heated, lighted aid aodero he all res ing a blind child out of educational with Wng as cruel as some men.
the town of Las Vegas at a special
few weeks, and note the imman must kill the fly
Either
deadly.
ecu.
when
is
not
the
blind
A bloodhound
much more meeting. Miss Louise Cobb was elect or
institutions
child
will
kill
the
the
provement in mental and phyIf
man.
fly
there
KGENTS-- E
needs the education in much greater dangerous than a Tench poodle. His ed to succeed Miss Anna J. Rieve who
A. CAROON Pretideil
sical vigor.
is no dirt and filth there will be no
measure than his more
fortunate flop1 ears and wrinkled forehead give resigned as principal some time ago flies.
W, 6. HAMILTON,
inMr.
Pratt
him
furdoes
an
brothers.
not
that
out
after seven years of faithful and effappearance
points
4. r. wuiic, ireasurer,
Keep the flies away from the milk.
ther in this connection that there are vite intimacy, but be cannot help his icient service. Other teachers elected
W. M. ATKINSON, Secretary,
Don't allow flies in your house.
at least 150 blin,d children In New looks, and despite them Is a sociable, were Mrs. Chester A. Hunker, Miss
and W. A. FINLAY.
Don't permit them near your food,
Mexico who should by all meani be
Pita Sena, Miss Florence Mair, Miss
dog. He has not a keenFor particulars and illustrated cata- in the school now.
er scent than any other member ot Abella Armijo, .Miss Eddie Ackerman, especially milk.
locue address, tol JAS. W. WILSON
Don't buy foodstuff where flies are
the bound family. As a man chaser Miss Marguerite Bernard, Mrs. CathPostum Cereal Company, Ltd
'
Superintendent
A crime has erine Des Marais, MlsaTMary A. Phil-Hp- tolerated.
If you want anything en nrth try he is a dismal failure.
Battle Creek, Mich.
Miss Louisa Ullbarri.
been committed, the trail of the crim
a New oxl can Waat A4.
Don't allow your fruits and confec

structors.
Vocal and Instrumental Music.
FEE FOR THE COURSE:
Five
Dollars.
(Exclusive ot Laboratory
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1LXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
FRANK P. STURGES,
PAUL A. F. WALTER
and Superintendent.
Editor and President.
JOHN K. STAUFFER, Secretary-Treasure-

THE NEW

r.

Matter at the Santa Fe Ifostoffice.
Daily, six months, by mail.
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
25
Dally, per week, by carrier
Weekly, six months
Daily, per month, by carrier... .75 Weekly, per year
65
Dally, per month, by mail
7.00 Weekly, per quarter
Daily, per year, by mail
Entered as Second Clas

$3.50
1.00
2.00
50

OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.

It is sent to
Mexican is the oldest newspaper in New Mexico,
circulation
and
a
growing
and
has
large
every postoffice in the Territory,
of
Southwest
the
people
aud
progressive
amonk. the intelligent

t,p New

which is spreading rapidly and should
be stamped out by every means at the
command of the medical fraternity.
PERMANENT IMPROVEMENT.
The building of two permanent
bridges" by the city authorities will
give Santa Fe permanent improvements that are much needed and
set the pace for work along similar
lines in the future. At the same time
one must recall with regret, the thousands and thousands of dollars that
have been frittered away the past
few decades for temporary repairs for
whose
i3
cost
no
Santa Fe
better off than it was a hundred
It is that which makes
years ago.
the present era in the city's
and
county's growth so remarkable, that a
large share of the sums expended is
for permanent improvement and the
knowledge of this makes the tax
burden very much lighter for the average tax payer who is willing to con
tribute his financial share to the community's welfare, but objects to its
being frittered away for ephemeral

JREW tilSXICAIT, SANTA

HARRY
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IE, jr. Al,

THEODORE

D.'MOILTON

THE

MOULTON-ESP-

E
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ESPE

I

COMPANY

.lin

i

J. B. READ. Cashier,
p. McKANE, Assistant

a. nuoHEs, YtoftsMett,

Casttcr.

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK

OF SANTA FE.

Santa Fe, New Mexico
COMPANY

OF

OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION IN
NEW MEXICO. ESTABLISHED IN 1870.

TTTE

NEW

The net cost per thousand for protection in the Manhattan is lower
than in any other Company operating in New Mexico.

- $150,000
Capital Stock
80.000
Surplus and Undivided Profit -

WAITING. '
WHERE WERE ENTHUSIASTIC
FANS LAST NIGHT?
Lights turned very low,
As announced in the New Mexican,
Almost out, you know.
the board of control of the Santa Fe
No one else in sight
On the particular night.
Baseball Association met last night to
Father's gone out to the club.
on
hear from fans their views
organiz
A STITCH IN TIME.
Mother's upstairs tending Bub.
were
fans
TREAT THE FIRE DEPARTMENT
the
But
for
the
year.
ing
the
Sis and I are close together
town
in
There isn't a large
BETTER
Presiabsence.
In
their
by
big Morris chair of leather.
conspicuous
its
without
at
States
Vnited
present
an
his
Very, very late at night
dent Arthur Seligman then said: "I
Mayor Arthur Sehgman in
o
Bister's
hair. It looks a fright.
fail to see where the board of control
nual report calls at em on tothemg
Father's step upon the stair,
the
want
We
will control anything.
Get an awful bad scare.
Vniversi y town of Columbia. Mis- SI
Grab my hat from off the hook.
fans here to talk matters over." So
Its nre . ue mi imcm. . fn ih nnrnnse
seventeen
has
for
soun.
Ran by father's ugly look.
instance,
the meeting adjourned.
a year is aiJiiiupiiai.cu
of
Beat It out with all my might
them
fourteen
of
eases
smallpox
so
sum
a
laddies,
he ping
Before I got Into the fight.
It is said there are several problems
t
what other at the University of Missouri, accord things.
Going back some time to dine.
up for solution and the board of conDenver
to
week's
this
When from sis, I get a line.
dispatches.
tag
fire
protection
r tie. are expending for
fans
the
until
trol
to
get
intends
wait
Saying things turned out ell right
The June Columbian, in reviewing
A has its smallpox pest house always
as to seem almost unbelievable.
a
in
On that lovely winter's night.
and
assist
outlining plan
together
have comfortably filled. The mortuary
maneuvers
at
should
the
San
Fe
army
Antonio,
of
Santa
size
the
of action before any steps will be tak
city
New York, Texas, declares:
"It is hard to keep en to make dates for
fire companies; instead of tistics of Philadelphia,
games. It is,
eastern
other
and
Rich Uncle.
many
of
members
when
Pittsburg
Tains
it
soil
where,the
tidy,
true that Las Vegas phoned over to
only a score of active
of
have
towns
200
smallpox
records
Young Doctor Hello, old chap!
have
forms in a 'gumbo' which gathers on ask a
be
to
is
the fire department it should
what
but
game Sunday
Don't believe I have met you since we
the tramping feet to the weight of a done?
such members, in addition to 500 hon- deaths every month,
were hoys at school. You're looking
$100
this
full
Fe
and
is
too,
when
it
spring,
gives
in
Santa
xW
Mexico,
pound,
where,
dry,
orary members.
Albuprosperous.
of
more
cases
in
flies
dust
the
been
such
clouds
one
that
to support its
tj,er naV
Young Lawyer Yes; a rich uncle
city council has just voted 1)0X tlian tne general public dreams must keep his eyes half shut in ordied two years ago and I came Into
A perverted public policy seeks der to protect them and see clearly
$12,000 for the improvement of fire- of
Alpossession of nearly $100,000.
t0 sul)1,ress the news of the existence how to guide a mounted animal.
It
fighting facilities. Xo wonder the
MONEY AND METALS.
Young Doctor Why, I wasn't aware
can
say
Journal
been
to
is
have
had
days
of the ajsease. There
keep things clean."
Now,
buquerque Morning
19. Call money you had a rich uncle.
New
York,
May
editorially:
during the past few months even here if that army post were located at San2
Prime paper 31-- 2
Young Lawyer Oh, he wasn't my
steady 21-'The city council of Albuquerque is in Santa Fe when the knowledge of ta Fe, and the maneuvers had been 4; Amalgamated
uncle. He was the uncle of one of my
66
Sugar
resulted
would
have
abreast
in
held
conditions
on
the
Pecos
taile
actual
to be congratulated
forest, the
getting
1201-2- ;
Great North- clients.
Atchison 112
of the times. The council in appropri- ju every intelligent person having would have been different and the ef- ern
Pacific
128
Northern
pfd.
ating some $12,000 at its meeting Wed-of himself and his household vaccinated, fort would have been less costly and 128
New York Central 1081-2- ;
Distress Signal.
An(j that is, after all, the real cure still far more valuable than the picnesday night for the improvement
1591-4- ;
Southern Pacific
Reading
The elopers were stranded in Du- the city fire fighting facilities has or conditions that prevail all over the nic at u'ort Sam Houston.
118
Steel
Union Pacific 183
luth, and it was a long walk home.
taken one of the longest forward steps rnited States. Those who are timid
801-8- ;
pfd. 120.
"We must communicate with the old
The U. S. Indian Industrial School
in its histcry. Albuquerque is waking cannot run away from smallpox for
New York, May 19. Standard cop folks at home," said the pretty bride.
Union
in
in
the
the
of
suburbs
state
this
is
a
in
it
exists
up.
every
city
splen
July
dull;
Sept. 11.7011.80;
"Yes," echoed the bridegroom, de
by Super per
"As stau d in this paper yesterday, and will continue to exist until did institution
e
vacci-chasintendent Clinton J. Crandall and an 11.7511.85; Lead, dull, 4.404.50; cisively,, "we must send a wireless dis
the amount appropriated will pur- Very one ha3 been successfully
bar silver 53
tress call eo your father."
a steamer and will enable the nated, thus cutting the ground from efficient staff. Practical ideas under
GRAIN, PORK, LARD, RIBS.
"Ah, the hew '3. O. S.T
lie
are
the
educational
hose
In
methods
that
wagon
Germany;
the
disease.
under the
present
city to have
111., May 19. Wheat July
"No, the old 'C. Q. D.' Cash Quick,
Ctiicago,
do
school
at
the
and
the 881-;;- . Sept.-8wnere vaccination is compulsory for being applied
installed on an auto chassis and
Daddy!"
away with the ancient horse method eVry one smallpox has been stamped red man graduating from it, is general
Corn July 521-4- ;
Sept. 53.
and eliminate heavy bills for feed. It ou and u can De stamped out in the ly better abla to make his way in the
Oats July and Sept. 34.
world
drawn
than
from
the
horse
a
secure
to
average
graduate
is planned
United States and even in the darkest
Unsophisticated.
Pork May 14.00; July 14.65.
"And why will you take up two
steamer; it would be much better to part ot New MeXic0 by the same the schools for the palefaces, for the
8.121-2- .
Lard
8.05;
July'
Sept.
we
reason
that manual training is
simple
long as
of my husband's valuable time?"
get an auto steamer as Knf
means anQ mthods.
7.771-27.8Sept. 7.75. hours
a lot.
an important part of the training at Ribs July
uu.
are KiuuB lue
asked the social climber.
resident
MARKET.
WOOL
the
the
way
By
intelligent
the Indian school. Every girl who
"Because I am going to do monsieur
ter, when money u available, may be
St. Louis, Mo., May 19. Wool, un
from the Indian Industrial
machine
graduates
in
made into an
oil," responded the portrait painter.
mediwestern
NOW
and
his household are vaccinated
School, knows something about cook changed. Territory
"Indeed! Well, see that you use the
as has been done with horse-draw, fine mediums
fine
ums
151-and that the city authorities make ar-- ing,
1315;
Of how
sewing and housework.
best olive oil. We are rich enough to
rangements for a detention hospital, many "sweet" girl graduates of New 11f?f12.
::Z?:t,:
pay for the genuine article without beif
indication
,
LIVESTOCK.
that
lor there is every
Mexico's public schools can the same
bunkoed with substitutes."
for a fire alarm system of twenty-fou- r
ing
not next year, then the year follow be said?
Chicago, 111., May 19. Cattle Re
boxes, three times the size of the
ing, the worst smallpox epidemic in
ceipts, 1,500. Market strong. Beeves,
present system.
Con
will sweep this country.
years
over
are
Always to Blame.
themselves
People
falling
$15.106.45; Texas steers, $4.605.50;
aubeen
"The fire committee has
in Mexico and
ditions
"Of course we take our little flings
sanitary to subscribe for the three per cent western steers, $4.805.00; stockers
thorized to advertise for bids and the conditions at home,
together with Panama bonds which Uncle Sam is of and feeders, $3.905.75; cows and t mankind in general," confessed the
big improvement in the fire fighting the sporadic but frequent flaring up
suffragette leader, "but I tell you, sis
fering for sale, and which have some heifers, $2.40570; calves $5.00
of
few
a
matter
now
a
is
only
system
Vers, there are some blamed good husof smallpox this spring, may be tak- limitations that ordinarily do not 7.25.
months.
;
.
en as workins toeether for an eDi-- circumscribe Uncle Sam's bond issues
Market bands in this old world." 17,000.
Hogs Receipts.
"The. city council in taking this pro-- demic tnat wjll demand many victims such
meek
the
are!"
"Right
you
spoke
up
lower.
shade
for
can
Light, $5.806.17
as,
instance, that they
man who had come in unobserved
gressive action yields to the insistent, unleg8 vaccination ls more general not be used by banks to secure their mixed, $5.8$ 6.12
heavy, $5.60
are blamed for everything that
public demand which became more
more thorough tnan it nas
i3 strangs how people G.05; rough, $5.605.75; good to choice "They
It
circulation.
tense recently upon the publication of m the
aappens."
t
who
are
with
satisfied
cent
three
$5.G56.10;
heavy, $5.75G.05; pigs,
per
a . cpui
return on their money from the gov bulk of sales, $5.906.10.
writers' association pointing out wnat
TOURISTS.
BIDDING
Market
ernment pass by safe opportunities
6,000.
TOO BAD.
Sheep Receipts
were characterized as "deplorable"
Native
Wyoming has entered the competi- to invest money in New Mexico at six strong to 10 cents higher.
conditions in this city, whieh has es- tion for tourists and settlers.
Wyo- and even eight and ten per cent.
$3.254.80;.. western,... $3.504.85;
caped disastrous fires only by reason ming up to this time had not been enyearlings, $4.605.60; lambs, native,
room
no
is
for
luck.
There
of good
ergetic in reaching out for more popuAlbuquerque is to have a public play $4.756.90; western, $5.257.10.
dispute that Albuquerque is away be- lation and, as a consequence, it would ground. The Civic
Omaha. Neb.. May 19. Cattle Re
Improvement As
hind the times in her facilities for be at the tail end of the states of the sociation
is seeing to this. It does not ceipts, 2,000. Market "steady. Native I
counof
the
and
the
action
fire
fighting
Union as far as population is con-- ! argue that Albuquerque has hundreds sters, $5.006.10; cows and heifers,
cil comes none too soon. It inauguAs of square miles of mesa and forests $3.00 5.10; western steers, $3.75
cerned, were it not for Nevada.
is
rates an up to date policy which it
as within easy reach but recognizes the 5.75; Texas steersf $3.255.10; range
to be hoped will be followed up by it is, New Mexico has three. time3
people as the state of Wyoming. necessity of having a playground with cows and heifers, $3.004.85;. Canners,
further improvement recommended in manyhenceforth
But
things will be differ- in-- the city limits. Children must play $2.754.00; stockers and feeders,
the underwriters' report."
ent, and Wryoming will inaugurate a and it is better to have their games $3.505.75; calves, $4.007.25; bulls,
publicity campaign that will entail the on the public play grounds under prop- stags, etc.. S4.00lS5.25.
FARM STATISTICS FOR 1910.
or $50,000. A er supervision than on the streets or
Hogs Receipts 10,000. Market 5 to
The Crop Reporter issued by the de- expenditure of $40,000
in vacant lots scattered over the city cents lower. Heavy,
from Denver says:
dispatch
to
$5.655.85; mixand
of
agriculture
just
partment
ed, $5:755.80;
"Wyoming has awakened from her
light, $5.855.95;
hand gives the value of the corn,
Maine is a prohioition state, but alpigs, $5.00 5.80; bulk of sales, $5.70
wheat, oats, barley, rye, buckwheat, long sleep. Her incalculable resources
no breweries, the value 5.85.
flax seed, rice, potato, hay, tobacco and unrivaled natural advantages in though it has
of its manufactures amounts to
0
4,500.
Marget
Sheep Receipts
and cotton crops in New Mexico in both a mineral and agricultural way
more
and
to
be
annually,
are
according
17
and
cent
or
less
understood,
strong. Yearlings, $4.505.00; weth1910 as $7,617,000
beginning
per
to a census- bulletin issued
today. ers, $4.254.50; ewes, $3.504.00;
than in 1900, when the value was $9,-- ! a campaign of publicity is now about
like 85,000 people are emlambs, $6.007.00.
189,000. Of course, this is at best onlj to be launched which will bring those Soirrt'cing
Kansas City, Mo., May 19 Cattle-Rece- ipts,
an. estimate and does not include the opportunities to the knowledge of the ployed in the millls and factories In
which
capital are in500. No southerns. Market
products of the orchards, of the api- world," declared Roy W. Schenck, vested. $202,260,000
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interests of Maine are southern steers,
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times
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right kind of help to neutralize and
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good remove the
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poisons that cause back
1 suppose the pictures made for Il
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how
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astonishing
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all the, most progressive methods of
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nual, report, the number of taxpayers
including rent, at 54 cents a bushel,
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"Yes. He had too much confidence,
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been prevented with proper care. In
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for the meeting and only needed the
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age value of crops on May 1, 1911: tution indicates that most cases of house.
favor.
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prevent decay. '
oats 59 cents; potatoes $1.00; hay measures taken in good time. It is
dehave installed public bathing places To disinfect the mouth,
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113.60; barley 55 cents; butter 30 noteworthy also, that thirty blind chil- and the
stroy disease germs, and
and he blew up prematurely."
construction of such a bath
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purify the breath.
be
cents per pound.
asylum but could not be accommodat evidence that Santaanother important To keep artificial teeth and
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AGENTS
THE MANHATTAN LIFE INSURANCE
YORK.

'

R. J.PALEN, tesMort,

'

Tnmsaxtsa fmeral haokiag bosiaess hi H Its branches.
Loans money M the most favorable terms m all kinds of

personal and collateral eecurity. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for Its customers. Buys and sells domestic and foreign exchange and ; makes telegraphic transfer of
money to all parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms a
are given by any money traasmiting agency publico v private.
Interest allowed oa time deposits at the rate of four per cent
per annum, on six months'- or years' time. Liberal advances
made oa consignments of livestock and products. The bank
executes all orders of its patrons la the banking line, and aims
to extend to them as liberal treatment la all respects, as Is
consistent with safety and the principles of sound banking.
Safety deposit boxes for rent. The patronage of the public Is
respectfully solicited.
-
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MONTEZUMA HOTELS
RECENTLY OPENED, IS SANTA FE'S IDEAL
COMMERCIAL TRAVELERS' HOTEL.
Thirty seven rooms, newly and neatly furnished,
well lighted and ventilated.
Booms en suite with private bath an i phone.
FINE SAMPLE ROOM.

THOS.DORAN
Proprietor.

CHEERFUL DINING
ROOM. FINE CUISINE

$2.50 TO
$3.00 A DAY

RATES

$176,-000,00-

CORONADO HOTEL
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.
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(should be made against Madoro'6 life (
or liberty the first move would be a!
PERSONAL MENTION
signal for a general uprising and the
j immediate
march of Cicnerul Figeroa
and his revolutionary array aeainst
Maline and Chiffon in ail
Hon. T. fi. Catron has been at Las tne capjtoi,
Vegas attending district court.
Rumor attributed trip alleged plot
pretty colors, as also a
A. C. McElwain, a shoe salesman of to opposition in the army to Madero's
fine line of lace for trimSt. Louis, is at the Montezuma.
proposal of General flonzales y Salez
mings on Hats and DresW. W'enzel, a hardware salesman of for minister of war in the provisional!
ses : : : : : : :
Denver, is at the Montezuma.
cabinet.
J. B. Rusk Is
Mounted Policeman
Bandits Raid Sonera Town,
here from Chama, Rio Arriba county.
Sonora, Mexico, May 19.
lmures,
Dr. E. A. NorthwooU of
Wagon Bandits raided the Chinese
quarter
Mound has returned home after vis- here last
South-Eas- t
Corner Plaza
night, murdering eight Chiniting Santa Fe.
ese, and leaving thrte others so badDeputy Sheriff William Barnett of ly wounded that they were believed
Carrizozo. Lincoln county, arrived in to be dead. The gardens and stores
the city last night.
AT MILITARY INSTITUTE.
were looted.
owned by the Chinese
Mrs. r.
is connneu iu uei vThe
has resulted in a gener- .wing
bome on Lincoln avenue with an at- al exodus of Chinese, who control the
(Continued From Page On.)
tack of bronchitis, a
merchandise trade
and
truck
gardens
Mrs. Chapman left today for Albu- - of tne west coasSt
during the remainder of commence-- ;
imreg is a
and Socorro, on business con- - tjon on tne Mexiean line of the South-necte- ment. His address will be delivered
ofwith the coal oil inspector's
miles south from the subject, "The American Soern Paciflc railroad,
flce- ldier's Contribution to American Civi-- '
of Nogales.
J. T. Murray, a salesman represent- lization."
ing a saddle manufacturing company ST0CK MARKET SUFFERS
Major Dateman is a man of some
of Denver, is at the Palace.
FROM A SLIGHT SLUMP. thirty year's experience in army life.
Colonel George W. Prichard has re-- :
He served in Cuba during the Spanish
turned from Carrizozo, Lincoln coun- - Bu8 jn the wheat Pit at Chicago Dis-t- American war and has
had one or two'
j
where he attended court.
tours of duty in the Philippine Islcouraged by Crop Reports
'
Henry Essinger, the well known
From Russia
ands. He is a broad minded man am!
traveling man, and former resident of (By Ppocai Leased Wire to New Mexican) thoroughly interested in young men.
r will
sania re is nere irom isa raso.
vr,..,v.
19 Tmrto
vw Vnrk n y
will remember
W. D. Shea of the Denver & Rio in stocks was on a 3:nall-- r scale this
Bateman
who delivered a series
Major
Grande Railroad, went to Las Vegas morning and the buoyant tone of the of lectures at the institute some four
yesterday ; afternoon on a businesa previous three days was missing. The years ago.
j
trip.
market showed the effect of a lessenMr. and Mrs. R. L. Robertson of ed demand and some of the important
TELL YOUR TROUBLE-Mr.
Buckman, are at the Montezuma.
stocks went below yesterday's closTO CELSO LOPEZ.
I
Robertson is a well known lumber ing. Bondi were firm; I'nited States
dealer.
AtUnion Pacific,
steel lost,
Mayor Seligman is Going to Take a
i: Hon. T. B. Catron was booked for an
chison and Southern Pacific, one each
Fortnight's Vacation Which He
address this afternoon on "The Santa
the start. Amalgamated
copper
Has Earned.
Fe Trail" at the public park dedication ai
was marked up to (!7
and others
at Raton this afternoon.
advanced also but when buying of copFor the next two weeks tell your
R. C. Rankin, deputy territorial auceased temporarily the rest of the troubles to Councilman Celso Lopez, in
ditor? returned to the city last night per
The upward the store of Seligman Brothers, for
fell bock sharply.
after a day or so spent at his home list
movement was resumed later
by the mantle of the mayor has fallen on
in Las Vegas. Albuquerque Herald.
1G0 for
the Mr. Lopez' shoulders.
That is the
Mrs. Harold Moore of Santa Fe is Reading, which crossed
n Pa" looking after complaints has fallen
any
the guest in this city of her father
on his shoulders.
This was decided
and mother, Mr. and Mrs. Hall of old cific, United States steel, and the copby the council upon request of Mayor
at
were
stock:
ad
heavily
bought
per
Albuquerque.
Albuquerque Journal.
Seligman who is far behind on his
Misses Eleanor and Julia Jaffa, vancing prices.
work owing to the petty details that
Bulls
of
and
Discouraged.
Territorial
daughters
Secretary
he has had to look after.
Mrs.. Jaffa, are expected home MonChicago, 111., May 19. Forecast of
In making complaints by mail, a '
scatterwith
day from school at Washington, D. C. somewhat cooler weather
favorite method by the way, the com
Hon. Charles A. Spiess, president of ed showers; general rains in Russia
plainant will do well to sign his name
the constitutional convention and and predictions of large world ship-we- to
the letters.
communiknown attorney, arrived in the ments had a discouraging effect on the cations will not Anonymous
attention.
receive
city last night from Las Vegas. He bull3 today. The demand in the pit
was unusually slow. The opening fig- is at the Palace.
Mrs. M. H. Byrd, Mrs. C. S. Byrd ures on wheat were a shade to 318
and Miss K. B. Patterson, well known down. Corn sagged with wheat. July
ARE YOU A 20th CENTURY WOMAN?
Santa Fe residents, spent yesterday opened a shade lower to
in the city en route to El Paso. Al
Rather plentiful offerings checked
If so, you are a dainty example of
the telk of drought from having much
buquerque Journal.
Francis C. Wilson left for Belen this Bullish influence on oats.
her in your style of dressing as well
morning to spend' the day. Mr. Wilup at' as in other respects and never sugJuly started unchanged to
son is a well known resident of Santa 34
gest even in the mcst inexpensive
"
"
Fe and came down from the Ancient
or
Provisions displayed more power of toilet, the
City last night. Albuquerque Herald. absorption than expected. First sales
garment.
Mr. and Mrs. A. Johnson, of Racine, were 2
Let us order your clothing made up
off.
higher to 2
Wis., arrived here yesterday to visit! Favorable crop reports from the from your personally selected designs!
their daughter, Miss Christina John- - Northwest led to further weakness in end materials and made to your meas-- j
son wno nas Deen nere for over a wheat. The closing was steady, how- ure, at no more expense than one,
year and is steadily improving in ever.
pays for catalogue garments. Import-- . X
.....
health,,.
Assertions that foreigners were re- ed gowns direct from Paris at New
Sheriff Charles A. Stephens of Lin selling, counted against values. The York prices made to your measure;
also one pair of 16 button French kid
coln county, arrived here yesterday close, nevertheless, was steady.
u
gloves given with every $25 purchase.
me
lor
Market
Closed
Heavv.
;ui..u0.
w V
penitentiary. The- sheriff, who is ac- ia
00,.
W. H. GOEBEL,
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Summer Dresses
FOR

House and Street

MISS A. MUGLER

H. F. STEPHENS. Cashier,
President
W. E. GRIFFIN, Asst. Cashier m

H. B. LAUGHLIN,

New Line
ACORN

uery

Linen

-
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INSURANCE
(City

Property-Ranch-

I

75c to $2.00
$3.50
$5.00
Long Silk Kimonas
Long Crepe Kimonas
$1.65 to $2.50
Kaki Walking Skirts
$2.00
Tan Linen Walking Skirts
$3.00
Dressing Sacques
Short Silk Kimonas

;

etc. Renting)

es

-'

Surety Bonds

iv

f

Offices

San Francisco St.
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New-Nobby-Styli-
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Santa Fe, New Mexico
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and Snappy
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T4KERS--WAGNE-

FURNITURE
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EXPERT EMBALMERS

FUNERAL
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WE SET THE PACE

'

&
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REMEMBER THIS!

"hand-me-down-

"

More

Than Any Other Company

"readv-to-wear-

2

2

People

In the World!
NATIONAL SURETY

SEND & CO.
101
til

;

CO.

DIRECTORS

We Bond

Prices

Surprise Everybody

j

PROTECT YOUR EYES!
.At this season of the year the glare is unusually ;severe. on the- eyes,
as is the dust. Of course, we know that a mere inflammation of the
eyes Is not trachoma,, a certain doctor of the Indian service notwithstanding. But we must reduce the amount of light that pours
in through the windows and for that purpose we have some very desirable SILK GAUGE 50 INCH WIDE GREEN CURTAINS. Seeing
them is liking them. We also have some calsomin and paints suited
to decorate the home, inside and outside. Call on us and we will
show you our furniture, too.

$2.50

White Rep Skirts

,

O. C. WATSON & CO.

$5.00 up
$1.50 up

Gingham Dresses
House Dresses

d

Real Estate

$8.00 & $12.00

Munsons Sun and Tubproof

n

Boiler)

Crash Suits

BRAND

-

COMPANY

A NEW BREAKFAST
A

FOOD

Crisp Wholesome Food
READYTOEAT

Kookt-Ot- e
is a crisp, naky food to be poured; out of the box into the
dish and eaten for breakfast without cooking, but is much better
than other flaked foods could possibly be.
Konkt.Ote is far more nourishing and wholesome, the flavor is more
delightful.
All of us know that oats Is the world's standard for real nourish- ment and Kookt-Ot- e
represents the best form of oats that has ever
been produced.

Try a Package

-
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Room No. 8, Capital City Bank Building
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Santa Fe, New Mexlee.
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at the Coronado hotel.
L
,
4l,
Room 14, Catron Block.
Recknagle, assistant district
,
in one direction
hardIy
enough
irester in the office of silviculture
r,.,.f
latter part of the. day, the specula- ,Cf ' hfS gne ,t0 the
t
tlon was duU and narrow and the
V,
Z,t the first of the aLDmonth. Albu-U- -r- ket closed heavy.
PURITY" J
querque Herald.
; "QUALITY
WAfTER THOUGHT SMALLPOX
Rev. Thomas Harwood, chaplain of '
A HUGE JOKE.
the Grand Army of the Republic, left
last night for Vicksburg, Miss., where Taken Out of Denver Restaurant to
he goes to assist in the exercises inci-- ,
Police Headquarters, and
dent to the dedication of a monument
Caused
Panir
to ;the Wisconsin soldiers who fell ini
nolo.. Jtev
Tnver
And save money
TO BUY AT HOME
.
Will enable you
siege of :Vicksburg' during the n
amitu
!
civil
Lrm wIth jwpHva .Tnhn
Journal.
fn.n
Dr. C. E. McChesney of
..
SILKS, SATINS, WHITE GOODS, LACE AND EMBROIDERIES
Seattle.
Wash., the newly aopointed
,
omun nau oeen
j- t
o:,v,i
ansof Northern ueauquarters.
20
and
by Detectives Kenney
today! Sanders, charged with the theft of
rB DJh ,CUy Cbar8
hu
o?
S;
restaurant where he was
ta,kS
the jurisdiction employed.
During the trip to head- o
n
p
the TL'S. Indian School here.
man, this is a serious busi- - 5
His. Grace the Most Reverend J. B. nessYoung
and you should not be smiling,"
Pltaval sailed yesterdav from Mow Chief
Armstrong said when he met
York for Europe. He will visit the
Smith.
poiie in Rome and will also pay a vis- j "Say, chief. I can't
keep the joke to
it to Lyon, his birthplace. Tne arch- j
myself any longer," the prisoner re- bishop preached Sunday, to an im"I know that I am not going to
mense throng at the great St. Patrick's plied.
Jail just yet, for I have the worst case
Come down and look at bim in our window. He is known and sold the
cathedral, He will likely return to of smallpox you ever saw."
A new line medium price
:
world over for $2.50.
Santa V& "September. - i
j When the excitement had subsided
CUT
GLASS
ROCK CRYSTAL
Mr,., and Mrs. Estevan Dominguez Detective Kenney ordered the man out
have returned to Santa Fe from Capu-- ' of Chief
Water Pitchers etc
& Water Glasses
Armstrong's office,
Wine
Champafne,
mi, i,oiqraao, to visit the. parents of: Smith preceded the detective into
CO.
BROS.
J
Mr.
,
Dominguez.
They , have beem the city hall and to the offices of
Reliable,
teaching school at Capulin and have Health Commissioner' Sharpley.
Dr.
DRUGGISTS
bftd a very successful term. The at--!
Sharpley announced that Smith told
tendance was 145 pupils and the clog-- ! the truth.
West Side Plaza
Phone Red 161
were
well attended. Mr. j He was rushed to the pest house
ing exercises
and Mrs. Dominguez will go to Monte-- and further
of
his
alleged
investigation
vista, to attend the normal institute! theft will await his dismissal from the
and to take the examination for life detention
hospital in 'Sand Creek,
certificates, and 'will - then resnmp!
teaching at Capulin. Mr. Dominguej Office of the Adjutant General,
WE ARE NOW READY TO
reports that southwestern-Colora- do!
Santa Fe, N. M., May 6. 1911.
& CAR PAINTING
had hardly any winter or
spring and ' Proposals will be received at this CARRIAGE
had no rains until last week although office until 1:00 o'clock p. m.
May 23d,
lUHO
e Alamosa i9ii and then onened. for furnishing
"mi"e waler
SIGN WRITING
v
and La Jara rivers,
all material and labor and installing
3
FOR THEM
PRICES-AS- K
on Territorial target rrange near Las
First Class Work Guaranteed
INTRODUCTORY
DEAD STREWN OVER FIELD.
"
steel tank, motor,
Vegas 1
CARDS AND NOVELTIES
pump, motor and pump house, and
Continued from Page One.
water distributing pipe. The TerriPAUL P. LACASSAGNE
tory reserves the right to reject any
IMadero, on his arrival In this city. or all bids or any part thereof. Infor309 San Francisco
Curio Company
They say the rebel leader will be mation furnished upon application.
Street
treated with every courtesy. The gen
A. S.. BROOKES,
eral opinion is tnat if any attempt
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Adolph Seligman Dry Goods Co.

BETTER

FOR LESS:

Have You Seen BIG BEN?

Cllt FlOWerS
A Specialty

PLANT8, Fruit In Season. Wedding
and Table Bouut and Decorations.
Funeral Designs.
Out of town orders given careful attention. An extra charge of 25c
for packing on orders under $3.00.
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Open May 15th for the Fishing Season
'
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Best of Beds

Pure Spring Water
No Invalids, '
$15 a Week
Cold

"
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Pecos and Mora Rivers, Holy Ohost, Willow and Bear Creeks
- Write Pecos
Telepaph Glorieta

15,000-gallo-
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Electric Tea Pots'
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cure an old
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External
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affect
the
the
not
;
does
treatment
such
because
sore,
effect
is
a
soothing
etc.,
salves,
from
cleansing,
washes,
plasters,
expected
on the ulcer. S. S. S. heals old sores in a perfectly natural way. It goes
down into the blood, and removes the impurities and morbid matters that are
the means of keeping the ulcer open; then the sore is bound to heal. S. S. S. is
th" greatest of all blood purifiers, and not only does it cleanse the circulation,
but "it restores the healing, plasmic qualities and aids in promoting every
S. S. S. builds new flesh tissue from the
Mrtr.cciirv mmlitv for (rood health.
bottom of the ulcer to the outer skin, and makes a permanent cure. at Book
drug
n Sores and Ulcers and anv medical advice free. S. S. S. is for sale
stores.
.THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO, ATLANTA, GA.
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There is a natural element of the circlation known as plasma, a fibrous
constituent which is the true healing quality of the blood. This plasmic
and
property is frequently destroyed by impure accumulations inathe blood,
this vital fluid not only loses its power to heal, but becomes source of irriwound or open sore or ulcer on the flesh. The blood contintation to
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south of this city; with aggres
sive operations here and at the south
the
end, working north and Bouth,
gap ought to be closed up In a com-- ,
Every man
paratively short time.
in the Rio Grande valley should boost
this movement. It will prove more
important to the development of the
valley even than a railroad, in tying
up the "dead ends" and furnishing a
complete artery of traffic from town
to town and from farm to farm
throughout the length of the great valThe comley of the American Nile.
pletion of the Camino Real will make
every town into a city and every city
into a metropolis, and will build up
new and thriving towns along the
valley. , With irrigation possibilities
and opportunities, the greatest in the
world, the Rio Grande valley is in the
infancy of its development. There are
thousands and thousands of miles of
unused land which might be under
ditch; other thousands of miles that
may be reclaimed by pumping which
have for years been regarded as
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Is The StomacbV )
V

and
weak and iApoveri.hed, and that bis whole body is improperly
insufficiently nourished.
Dr. PiEReeS GOLDEN MEDICAL DISCOVERY

f

II
11

or
l l
makes the stomach stroni. promote the flow
makes
digestive luicea, restores the lost appetite,
assimilation perfect, lariiorates the liver and
It Is the treat
purities and enriches the blood. nerve
tonic. It makes men
and restorative
stroni In body, active la mind and cool in lud&emenu
blood-make- r,

flesh-build-

This "Discovery" is a pure, glyceric extract of American medical roots,
g
drugs. AH its
absolutely free from alcohol and all injurious,
with secret
ingredients are printed on its wrappers. It has no relationship
of
nostrums. Its every ingredient is endorsed by the leaders in all the schools
n
medicine. Don't accept a secret nostrum as a substitute for this
They mutt know of
remedy of inown composition. Ask your neighbors.
many cures made by it during past 40 years, right in your own neighborhood.
World's Dispensary Medical Association, Dr. R.V. Pierce, Pres., Buffalo, N. Y.
habit-formin-

time-prove-

L

hensive arbitration, he received a
quick response from Ambassadors
Bryce and Jusserand that Great Britain and France were willing to begin

Hotel Arrivals.

The engineer is pushing still more
vigorously the progressive policies of
his predecessor.
His office should

pm

Ci

The Fountain Head of Ltfe

Palace.

(By J. W. R.V-Tonegotiations with this country for the
Journalism.
Seldom the Case.
G. S. Marsh, East Las Vegas; Arch peaceful settlement of practically all
NorthaarSoutl.3
W.
both
train
A
S.
E.
P.
Oolfa.t
Ey.
with
(Oonuects at
of deacon and Mrs. W. E. Warren, Albu differences that may arise.
The Albuquerque Journal has now have the heartiest
A Boston woman says that women
SStage (or Van Houten N, M. meets trains at Preston N.lM.I
is not to querque; Charles A. Spiess, Las VeIt
The president instructed Secretary
9:00 a. in. daily excep. are "finer grained, nhysieally and mor- arrived at the state where it puts its every county and town.
K
at
M..
for
M.,
Park.
X,
Mlzabethtown,
Ute
Stage leaves
ally than men." Yes, finer tongued Tuesdays papers in Roswell on Mon- the credit of this community that the gas; Mr. and Mrs. A. Johnson, Ra- Knox immediately to crystallize the
!lfty pound biiggae carried free.
.undays. Fare fcs.uu one way J3.50 round trlD:
. for the south at 11:11 P. m. arrives from the too.
day Roswell Daily Record.
O. & S. train leaves lies Mi lnes, N,
important wor in progress between cine,. Wis.; J. T. Murray, Denver; P. arbitral proposition which this government would offer to foreign naA Bad Egg.
here and Alameda has been hampered F. Smith, Chicago.
th at 4:38 a. m.
tions.
the adjoining
is Fergusson like a ring?"
aided
Montezuma.
Arizona's
than
rather
by
"Why
Prosperity.
F. M. WILLIAMS.
J. VAN HOUTEN,
t. G. DEDMAN,
The secretary has evolved a docuB. W. Wenzel, Denver; Dr. S. G.
"Because he goes with Hand and
The 51 banks in the territory of farmers and it is gratifying to learn
G. P. Agent,
V. P. & G. M.
Arizona are showing total deposits that thi3 spirit is disappearing and Small, Mr. and Mrs. Wr. G. Alery, City; ment which has received the approval
knocks." .
Superintendent.
Where Faith Won't Work.
and resources of $24,931,525.24, which that the farmers are waking up to the .Tames iR. Hedges. Denver: Mr. and of the president and the other memA St. Louis minister advises heal- goes to prove that poverty is very tremendous importance of road build- Mrs. R. L. Robertson, Buckman; bers of his cabinet providing that all
George W. Prichard, City; J. M. differences which are internationally
ing by faith. What's the case when much a stranger in that section. There ing. Albuquerque Journal.
you get stung by a bee? We'd feel are 38 territorial and 13 national banks
Hartley, Buckman; Henry Essinger, justiciable shall be submitted to arbiEl Paso; C. H. Modes, G. F. Powers, tration. It expands the scope of the
like the Irishman and say: "Fayth; in Arizona, and they are all in a
A Funny Business.
and th' bee be damned!"
highly prosperous condition.
Journalism is indeed a funny busi- Denver; A. C. McElwain, St. Louis; existing arbitration treaties by elimi. Like Mother Used to Make (?)
ness; there's no .other in the world Lee Lasseter, E. Ridgway, Chicago; nating the exceptions referring to
A society of bachelors discussed the
First Law of Nature, like it. Lawyers, doctors, merchants, Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Stubbs, Atlanta. questions of vital interest and national honor.
Coronado.
Advices from the capital of New mechanics and unskilled laborers all
question of restaurants: how unbearable they were getting to he, etc., and Mexico are to the effect that the fish- have-thei- r
Pedro J. Martinez, Park View; Mr.
holes, but there is no place
f
of them tendered their resig- ing season has now been officially de for the editor to lay his head. When and Mrs. Charles A. Stevens, Lincoln;
If yo want anything on earth tr7
nations from the club and were going clared open, and it will be perfectly he is in trouble he has no hole. After Manuel S. Salazar. Chamita: W. M. a New Mex'can Want Ad.
NEW
Pacific
via
Mexico
and to the
Coast,
ico, Arizona,
to enter into the holy bonds of matri- safe for men to protect themselves the smoke of battle has cleared away, Barnett, Carrizozo; .1. B. Rusk, Chama;
MEXICO CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence
mony, that probably would be better in the proper manner from the vora after the spring election is over, the R. A. Dawes. A. Dickman, Las Vegas.
than restaurants. Love is blind and cious finny tribe inhabiting New Mex- doctor goes back to his pills and no
Capital.
so is man. After eating pies, biscuits, ico waters.
T. G. Carscallen, Las Vegas; T. A.!
Thousands of men arm one seems to bother him again; the
xaiio etr made bv some wives, he ed with corn meal, hot bacon grease
Las Vegas; J. L. Enos, fres-cott- ,
lawyer slips into court and what he Beird,
IlirHTQ VllC
.. mllld ( f llP
...ill
J1UUUU1J V.UCA
Will nirnhnhlir
Ariz.;; D. C. James, Taos, N. M.;
and frying pans will soon be upon the said is forgotten; the other classes
lives through it) and will eternally scene doing full justice to the opportuAND RETURN
Davis, Salida, Colo.; Geo. H.
Ralph
into
men
the
fade
of
and
conditions
i
W.
cuss the man who ever invented matri
Geo.
Saguache, Colo.;
Curtis,
Times.
El
Paso
nity.
via
background and become part of the
,
mony.
But the editor sticks up Meanes, Salida, Colo.; W. Shellaber-gerlandscape.
OR
Anton-ito- ,
Pinched for Speeding.
Mr.
Morris,
Moffat, Colo.;
Publicity Is Great.
like a sore toe in a high wind. What
or tnis city
A couple of
Colo.; Mr. Jameson, Antonito,
Newspaper men in New Mexico will he said and what they thought he said
on
for
them
Issued
warrants
have had
recall that not so many years ago it and what he should have said and Colo.; S. T. Robinson, Rico, Colo.;
S."
account of speeding in the city. Oh was a difficult
job to secure railway never said and what he might of said, Dr., H. B. McCable, Alamosa; E.
ROUTE
you Louie!
from the Santa Fe on anything but didn't, assume historic importance Calvert, Denver; Mrs. 'Byron E.
facts
Dates of Sale May 30 and 31
Those Reformers!
Meredith Jones, Las
Denver;
from a new engine to a wreck. Now and men lay awake nights hating his
Return Limit, June 20th 1911
kind
some
person give
AVhy doesn't
not only is all in- internal arrangements.
Vegas.
it is the
,
the kid at least a little of the glorious formation opposite;
freely upon request,
If he stands by the ticket he is ac
Fourth? We suggest that it be called where it isgiven
PEACE POLICY OF
of interest to the public, cused of
For rates and full information address
get a willow
Fourth
bossing the town; if he takes
PRESIDENT TAFT POPULAR.
maintained
is
bureau
a
but
publicity
with
fire
to
coward
who
same
a
is
called
brush
he
the
and
decorate
tree
the
this
being
purpose
company,
by
Inwith
H playing both sides; if he clearly
candy,
crackers and rockets filled
J-Even Questions of National Honor Are
to disseminate information about the dicates
El Paso Texas.
that he doesn't care a tinker's
give them drums, tinpails, etc., to
to Be Arbitrated With Great
to
the
interest
of
march around same to the tune of big railway system
obstruction whether school keeps 01
Britain and France,
public. This treatment is redounding not both sides claim he is secretly
America. It would be such fun!
t- - the best interests
of
all
concerned,
May 19. The princi
Washington,
Fe.
Like Santa
helping the other side.
of arbitration of practically all disTwo lonesome skunks, by the roadside and it cannot fail to create a cordial
a funny business. In times ! ple between
It's
nations, including ques
putes
relation between the Santa Fe, its great
stood,
public stress over the election
patrons and the reading public Al- o a member of the school board ot tions of vital interest and national
As an automobile went by,
honor, assumed vitality today when)
'
buquerque Herald.
It left an odor far from good,
) the choosing by a sovereign
people of Secretary Knox submitted to the
And a tear was in one's eye.
a candidate for the council the edit r. British and French ambassadors, at
More Rain.
asked his
VIA
"Why do you weep?"
whose real business it is to furnish
the draft of a convention
anxious friend,
The Morning Journal has had co.i reliable medium for the purveyor of Washington
a basis of negotiations.
as
serve
to
in
sob
do
the
and
quake?"
you
"Why
siderable to say about rain
and farm implements, drugs,
prunes
TOURIST
' Because that smell," said the other
this movement would
The
that
fact
The Morning Jour- paints and spiral corsets to advertiss
past few months.
be inaugurated with France as well
been
skunk,
has
indulging
only
however,
nal,
his wares, the editor becomes a storm as with Great Britain came as a sur
"Is like mother used to make."
in the same line of conversation as center.
Nay, more, he is a doormat, prise as it was generally understood
(Scenic Line of the World)
in
the a
may be heard almost anywhere
post, a red rag and a casus that, only the United States and Engkicking
G. A. R. Elects Officers.
When it rains so much belli all
territory.
in a neat package land were concerned.
wrapped
EFFECTIVE JUNE 1st, 1911
was that the "streets of the second city in
A. D. Higgins of Las Vegas
ROUND
FROM SANTA
and sold at a dollar a year. He has
J. New Mexico are inundated and water no
Nations
elected department commander;
Quickly.
Respond
From
right, title or interest to his
1). Caldwell of Albuquerque,
When President Taft last December
depart- stands in lakes on the plains, it is not
soul is mortgaged, and he
his
N. M.
opinion,
of
comprement vice commander; S. W. Sherfey feasible to refrain from talking ;ibout can't breathe
enunciated the doctrine
without a meter or ;hink
of Las Cruces, junior vice comman- it. With a fruit crop on the Pecos
To
without having his motives set upon
chaplain; whose value is estimated at a million by the coroner
der; Thomas Harwood,
and
subjecting his
dirMARK TWMNJNCE SAID
medical
of
Smith Simpson
Taos,
dollars: the largest fruit crop for afterthought to cross examination.
ector; William Berger of Belen, ed years in spite of the frost in San Jum
In such times as these some nan
itor of the Belen Trbune, was nainei county; with cattle in Grant county whom
"it u Snrinc Fever that causes the
he has lived with as neighbor
as delegate to the national encamp- bringing the best prices for years, and and
unrest, lack of ambition and
general
friend for thirty years takes the
ment, which will meet in Rochester, with homesteaders coming back to
condition which, pervades
like a mad dog, yelping and
street
N. Y., during the week of August 21, their New Mexico claims on the dead
the human system in the Spring of
in rage.
He
the
carries
pakiodling
at the territorial encampment of the run from Oklahoma and Kansas and
folded to show the infamom item; the year."
Grand Army of the Republic at Albu- Texas and Missouri, it is time to blow per
The sudden change from frigid to
he points the finger of scorn at it and
querque yesterday.
the hew gag and sound the fuzzy yells like a circus calliope at the torrid weather occurB within a few
gu'zy. New Mexico has come back! wrongs and injustices of his miserable weeks, especially in our northern
states.
Amphibious agriculture has supplan lot. He digs up some old
e
All
Low
Correspond
trouble- sted dry farming and it is still raining item
in the big corn year of No wonder pulmonaryand all such
printed
Jourfever,
few
spring
minutes.Albuquerque
every
'89 and holds it up, "though lost to pneumonia,
On
ailments are almost universal.
nal.
sight to memory dear," and you'd
AR
If people in this vicinity only knew
think that fellow and the editor had
1
31
value of Vinol, our delicious cod
the
Store the Floods.
been bitter, burning enemies for long
FOR ALL COUGHS At D COLDS
and iron tonic (without oil) at
liver
Save the forests, store the floods, re hateful generations
instead of old this season of the year,
Tickets and Reservations at
i
we would not
For bronchitis, hoarseness and claim the desert, is a well known con- friends.
be able to get enough to supply the
Bernalillo
servation
.What
in
the
throat.
New Mexican Building or Union Depot
slogan.
rni nrAnn
tickling
Especially
What though he walks his feet off, demand.
recommended for children and county needs at present is the storing wears his fingers out, yells his lungs
.$21.10
Denver
tones
the
Vinol.
up
organs,
digestive
18.15
delicate persons. No opiates. A of the floods which everywhere inun- loose from their home town, does it purifies and enriches the blood, pro- Colorado Springs
before the Territorial Supreme Court
date the public roads by reason of make
v .
not
a
Pueblo
when
The
narcotic.
an
difference
old
medicine,
a
normal
any
motes
healthful
and
sleep
PROFESSIONAL
Offce: Laughlin Blk, Santa Fe, N. M. Bee Hive on the carton is the careless and negligent
irrigation. friend takes the street? Not a bit. His
Low rates to many other principal
appetite.
floods should be stored in the
in the United States, Canada
breeds others. Smoldering
of the genuine. Refuse These
mark
run
delicate
Old
points
grievance
people,
children,
not
in
fields where they belong and
HOLT & SUTHERLAND
of other differences are un down, overworked and tired women, and Mexico.
embers
substitutes.
ATTORNEYS AT LAW
been- ascertainj
Attorneys-at-Laprivileges.
Mr. Otto Paul, Milwaukee,
Liberal stop-ovWis., the highways. It has
covered, the dead past exhumes itself, those suffering from bronchitis, chron- in ue uistri t uourt as says Foley's Honey and Tar is still ed that the law specifically provides a and he walks down the street a hu ic
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coughs and colds, all derive great
PAUL A. F. WALTER
roads
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for
the
this
flooding
well as before the Supreme Court of more than the best. He writes us, penalty
man pariah.
He is the social and benefit from its use,
For further particulars see any
Attorney-at-Lacommissioners!
"All those that bought it think It is and that the county
moral leper, he is the pink whiskered
un- Santa Fe agent,
a
of
Vinol
bottle
the
with
New Mexico the territory.
Try
Santa Fe,
New Mexico. the best for coughs and colds they are plainly required to see that the disturber of the public peace.
Las Cruces,
H. S. LUTZ, Agent,
He is derstanding' that your money will be
ever had and I think it isstill more law is enforced.
Santa u'e, N. M.
the fountain of all the troubles, the returned if it does not help you. The
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The
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have
PROBERT & COMPANY
than the best. Our baby had a bad
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Attorney-at-Lamat
some
in
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law
had
doubt
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Investments
cold and it cured him in one day.
which the town has been heir for
Mining and Land Law.
Lat tis, Mines, Bonds & Stocks.
Please accept thanks." Sold by all ter. This having been cleared up, it thirty years.
is now plainly the duty of the com
New Mexico.
Taos,
druggists.
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And
yet
journalism is the greatest
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We have for sale general stocks of
It is full ot
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effective helping hand. If a few of Bulletin.
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preme Courts;
Printing comThe Camino Real.
attention given to all business.
Code of Civil Procedure of the Going and returning via direct lines,
The contribution to this issue by
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Santa Fe,
Territory of New Mexico, 1897, sheep flCC AA Portland and return
the territorial engineer on the probound, $1; paper bound. 75c. Missouri
gress of construction on the Camino
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Leaves Roswell at 12:30 a. m.,
3 and 10 inclusive, $3.30 each. Comthe county authorities, as in Bernalillo
Roswell Auto Co., Roswell. N. M.
In Vaughn at 5: SO p. m.
rive
pilation Corporation Lavs, 75 c. ComH. S. Lutz, Agent, county, are working hand in glove
G. W. PRICHARD
office
with
roads
K0
the
c Money's
territorial good
pilation Mining Laws,
Attorney and Counsellor at Law
to see that the work is completed.'.'
Practice in all the District Court Digest of New Mexico Reports, full
Santa Fe, N. M.
IN t
Most of the work remains to be
and civei special 'attention to cases sheep, $6.50; full list school blanks.
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PAGE SEVEN

In this particular, Felter had the required blank and was soon in possession of the check for zz. The negro
while his surroundings did not indicate it, living as he does in a little
three-roohouse and making three
crops a year on a
tract of
land, had money in three of the promBy M. Dibbell
The Right Color.
recognize that we cannot serve others,
inent banks of this tit y.
Several
this collar.
.As the inventor of the little blue while acknowledging
days after the check was given, Fel"It is either plant the neas twelve
Raton Range.
ter showed it to some friends saying Inches
ballot Fergusson must have consulted
deep the first of April, or not
as
he
did
so:
"I
have
not hurried to
his feelings in selecting the color.
an,
rayuon,
Statehood Muttering.
cash this check because that negro with the Duayiwuone .uarioiie
air of
whose decision is
Albuquerque Heralu.
Sound opinion from lawyer memseems
to
iu
have
money
to
be questioned.
M
tvery pock- not
bers of the United States Senate says
et, and is a fine illustration of
Her Sister Julia was fully prepared
Nothing But Sound.
the following course is Justified: Cured by Lydia
Pinkham's fact that the negro has a chance the
in for the fray and answered instantly:
Statehood for New Mexico and Ari- Should the extraoroinary session fail Vegetable
the south to become an important in"It Is either plant them eight
Compound
zona is to be the issue before Con- ta admit New Mexico,'' a
dustrial factor, and those who like inches deep the last of April, or 1
Morton's
"I
d
Gap,
Kentucky.
Senate resolution could be introgress this week, and an effort is
two years with female disorders. Jamison are attending to business shall leave this house forever."
The two spinsters paused at this
being made to limit debate to three duced, declaring as the Senate of that
my health was very find little difficulty in making themAll of which is a direct slap body, that the President, on the exdays.
bad and I had a selves self supporting and laying by point to glare fiercely at each other,
at Senator Owen, of Oklahoma, who piration of the Sixty-firs- t
continual backache a little competency tor the period of while their niece, Adelaide, wildly
Congress,
which was simply
is known to be wound up for a week's becomes empowered to approve New
racked her brain for the oil of some
awful. I could not inactivity incidental to old age."
run, and who will find it exceedingly Mexico's constitution and to notify
calming thought to cast upon the
on
stand
my feet
difficult to bring his few remarks to the governor to call an election of
troubled waters. Speedily an apparlong enoutrh to cook
a close within the brief period of three officers for a full state government.
ently very simple solution of the
a meal's
Some Senator
difficulty came to her.
would gain 327,000
days. El Paso Times.
without my back
nearlv killinc top
"Why not plant half of them on
friends by putting the resolution
STANDING
OF
THE TEAMS
and I would have
the first of the month as you wish.
Taft, Insurgent.
through, and it can be done.
such dragging seAunt Charlotte, and then the other
Are we dreaming or is T. Roosevelt
Just suppose. If there were a sud.(
nsations I could
National League.
half at its end to suit Aunt Julia. In
in the White House? The den call for troops to rally to the
W. L. Pet. that manner you would find whose
soreness
had
in
each
side, could not
president has insurged against, the j support of the Nation, and Arizona
was really best" she suggested.
exclusive snobbery of one of the most and New Mexico were called upon for stand tight clothing, and was irremilar. Philadelphia ... .'. . ...22 S .733 way
"Never!" said Aunt Charlotte posiwas
down. On ad- Pittsburg
run
I
19
9
.079
completely
'exclusive Washington clubs and has their quota, could anybody blame vice took
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vege- New York
16 12
.571 tively. "It is just a sinful waste of
branded some of its members as the governors of the territories for table Compound
and Liver Pills and
10
13
.552 Nature's supply to use it as Julia
Chicago
"small headed." T. Roosevelt, of replying thus to Congress:
"The am enjoying good health. It is
I think it is time the quesCincinnati
12
12
.500 proposes.
than two years and I have not
"
STATES of Arizona and New Mexico
course, would have said
was
tion
finally
settled; for fifteen
St.
Louis
10
15
.400
and would have said Beveral other would furnish five or ten fully equip- - had an ache or pain since I do all my
years we have lived In this house,
own work, washing and everything, Brooklyn
9 20
.310
which
will
never
invade the ped regiments within thirty days, but and never have the backache
things
and never in all these years have
any more. Boston
8 23
.258
Taft vocabulary; but it must be ad- the TERRITORIES can not spare a I think
we had a single Bweet pea of our own
medicine is grand and I
your
mitted that Mr. Taft is also capable man.
praise it to all my neighbors. If you
simply because of Julia's wicked
American League.
of surprises. It must have been a
The Republicans in the committee think my testimony will help othera
obstinacy.."
W. L. Pet
real outrage, too to stir our large, ben- on territories have
you may publish it." Mrs. Oli-i- s
"Plant
to suit yourself,
reported a min- Woodall, Morton's Gap, Kentucky. Detroit
2G
5
.839 and I will everything
evolent, easy going and smiling exdo the same, but not withdemand
for
the
of
ority
the
adoption
Backache
a
10
is
12
.571
of
ecutive fnto such an outburst Albu- constitution
symptom
in many miles of you," answered her
organic Chicago
without amendment. We weakness or derangement.
Boston
If
15 14
.517 sister. "It
querque Journal.
would like to ask if the 43,000 people have backache don't neglect it. you
certainly is time that this
To Philadelphia
13
14
.481 question was
settled, Charlotte, and
(who voted ON the constitution, the get permanent relielf you must reach New
York
A Threat or a Promise7
13
14
.481
I
will
do my share toward settling It
31,000 who voted
OR
con- uib root or me rrouDie. .Nothing we Cleveland
any
13
18
.419
know of will do this so surely as Lydia
When it suits the purpose of this siderable or
by leaving you the place to do with
representative number
.370 as you choose."
19 17
Washington
Aunt Julia turned
paper to explain why we did not get of them instructed these representa-- ' E. Pinkham's Compound.
9 21
St. Louis
.300 and left the room, closing the door
"Write to Mrs. Pinkham,
statehood March 4th, the bosses be- tives to take this course? We have
not too softly in her wake.
hind the New Mexican will Bit up and !not heard of ANYBODY
Mass., for special advice.
WHO Lynn,
Your
"Ah, Aunt Charlotte, don't let such
letter
will
, Western League.
be
take notice.
absolutely
COUNT in New Mexico seriously
and
the
advice free.
confidential,
W. L. Pet a little thing sb a few wretched sweet
We admit, frankly, that the Range
to again votine on the Ques
Denver
16
7
.696 peas separate you and Aunt Julia,"
is a "bossed" paper, and are not tioned sections for which
amendments church federation with its 32 Chris- Wichita
15
7
.682 cried Adelaide in dismay.
eshamed of the fact. There are two are desired.
Julia is old enough to decide for
tian denominations.
Sioux City
8
17
.680
of them: Mr. Conscience and Mr. PeoIf the "little four" cannot explain
If she prefers to go off on a
herself;
'.
Lincoln
8
15
.652
"The
of
Christian
he
spirit
Unity,"
New
and
the
Mexican hag not their antics at
ple,
with more
Washington
St.
12
13
.480
"is
still
further
revealed
Joseph
continued,
even a bowing acquaintance with grace and success
than Fergusson lid in the loving
12
.422
either of them.
approach toward church Omaha
before the committee it miefht. ho
8 16
union by churches holding to the Topeka
.333
We have served these bosses to Just as well for
them to stop in the same doctrine and policy.
3 23
.115
T'u;s is Des Mon3
the best of our ability, and shall con- east. They would never be
recalled. clearly manifest among the different
tinue to do so, and the people will
Raton Range.
WHERE THEY PLAY TODAY
branches in sister denominations. As
for ourselves who can doubt God will
National League.
make the place of his feet in our land
more glorious by bringing together
Pittsburg at New York.
Cincinnati at Brooklyn.
in name and in heart, as one, the difChicago at Philadelphia.
ferent reformed churches holding tae
St. Louis at Baston.
Presbyterian system. Are any praying for this?
American League.
"Do we differ in the
of our christian journey? Is it true
Washington at Cleveland.
Philadelphia at Detroit.
the sky and the passing clouds and
A Call In the Night.
louder'n before and right in front of the
New York at St. Louis.
do
sun
not
always
setting
speak
By J. W. R.
me it seemed.
Boston at Chicago.
Well, sir, that last one the same language to us? If so, let
We were sitting around the camp- was the limit and it is said when a fel- it be
so, but in this we must
with old Jim Blake ler is half scared he can't do nothin'. then we are some of one father agree,
fire, a bunch of
YESTERDAY'S GAMES.
whom
e
h
but when he's plum scant to death. we
who Is one of the
that he has revealed himself
ers of New Mexico and has " spent then s the time when he's the bravest; to obey,
National League.
us
his divine
most oi .s life out in the open. We now, I was plum scart and I elder throughwho loved us sun, our
St. Louis, 3; Boston, 1.
and
brother,
gave
had a big fire going and everybody grabs my Winchester and waits.
I himself for us by his death, who rose
Pittsburg, 6; New York, 1.
had some anecdote to tell while the heard somethin' comin' down the
Chicago, 11; Phialdelphia, 2.
again and is our king. Let us prorest of us listened eagerly, as there mountain side and I was followin' claim his
to the world and
Brooklyn, 2; Cincinnati, 1.
is nothing better than to hear some its tracks by the noise it made as it salvation tokingship
His name alone! Let us
one like Jim tell a good story out in turned loose the sand an' cracked the live
American League.
and so proclaim that all may
camp, and we did not want to miss a sticks as it stepped on them comin' know that 'God also hath
9; Philadelphia, 4.
exDetroit,
highly
Some told of narrow escapes, dcwn the trail.
word.
Well, the noise alted Him and given Him a name
New York, 3; St. Louis, 4.
sudden
of
but
like
others
stops
an' I lost track of which is above every name; that at
harrowing experiences,
Chicago, 12; Boston, 8.
old Jim, apropos to the still night, my ghost or devil or whatever it was, the name of
Paused at Point to Glare Fiercely at
Cleveland, 9; Washington, 6.
knee should
every
Jesus,
with not a sound but the crackling of but presently in the thicket right in bow, of
Each OJher.
in Heaven and things
things
the fire and the deep rumble of the front of me I see two balls of fire li
Instead
American
of using a small
Association.
and
tangent
under
the
earth
earth,
things
river, told us the best one, and I'll try tryin' to reach the candle power to and that every tongue should confess
Milwaukee, 1; Toledo, 3.
quantity of common sense I cannot
'
where I was at an' make me out. If Jesus Christ is
and write it as he told it:
help it." Then, she, also, departed,
Minneapolis, 3; Coloumbus, 5.
Lord, to the glory of
but through the opposite door from
"It's about eight or ten years ago, it were an animal it couldn't smell me God the Father."
Kansas City, 6; Indianapolis,
her sister.
my way,
while I was workin' in the Forest ser- as the wind was
St. Paul, 10; Louisville, 4.
At- - first
Adelaide
vice as ranger in the Jemez moun- but, on the other hand, if it were the NEGRO HAS CHANCE
hardly knew
devil
to laugh or cry.
I
whether
himself,
took
well,
and
had
in
my
tains
the upper
Coast League.
my camp
TO MAKE GOOD.
"I simply must manage In some
Santa Clara, that I had the durndest chances and aims right between ine
Portland, 2; Sacramento, 3.
way to keep the dear, notional aunties
Los Angeles, 5; Vernon, 6.
experience, which is sayin' the one headlights and fired. He Jumped an The South and Southwest Offer Him
together. They would be utterly
San Francisco, 3; Oakland, 1.
that scart me most, that I've ever had disappeared an 'i didn't hear any
a Competence and Indemiserable separated," she mused.
more that night, although I didn't
in the mountains before or since.
pendence.
At last a satisfactory 'solution
''One day,jiIong about four o'clock, sleep a wink so scart had I been."
Southern League.
seemed to occur to her.
the
noise?
And
"Well,
'devil?
the
Incomes
old
an
Santa
Clara
7.
Montgomery,
5;
Nashville,
along
San Antonio, Texas, May 19. That
"That is just the thing," she exdian an' stops at my little log shack what were they?' came in one accord the negro has an
Birmingham, 1; Atlanta, 0.
in the
claimed aloud. "If Macgregor lays
opportunity
from
rest
the
of
old
Jim
his
as
us,
lit
an' reports that over the divide, on
Mobile, 8; Memphis, 2.
South not always present elsewhere
down the law for them surely they
New Orleans, 6; Chattanooga, 5.
the Vayesitos, he seen a lot o' smoke, pipe.
i3 finely illustrated in the following
will abide by his decision. I will go
which very likely was a forest fire, so
"Oh, that," he said between puffs, story. FYed Jamison is a negro garand find him at once!"
I thought I'd better rig up and go an' "well, the noise was made by the dener
'oley Kiuney K.is aiso take hold of
Had she known that this threat of
and truck farmer residing
investigate. I saddles my pony, straps ghost I killed and the ghost, as I northwest of this city who has been ycur system and help you to rid your- a final separation was just as reguself of your dragging backache, dull lar a part of the yearly squabble as
on a slicker a couple of blankets and found him dad next mornin' was in the business for the
past three neadache, nervousness,
some grub, and starts off, as I thought nothin' but an old mountain lion years,
impaired eye- the manner in which the sweet peas
when
his
starting
worldly ef
I might have to spend the night there. which had tost track of its mate and
fects consisted of a gray mule, a fam- sight, and all the ills resulting from were to be planted, Adelaide would
the impaired action of your kidneys not have decided on her present plan
Well, it was further'n I thought it waa had let out- those two lovin' notes to ily of seven, and two
dogs, one of the
Remember it is Foley of action.
goin' to be and by the time that I got attract her attention."
to use Jamison's own state- and bladder.
latter,
L
Piils that do this.
the fire put out it was kind o' dark
For sale
Macgregor was head gardener for
ment, "the best 'possum dog that Kidney
MORE CHRISTIAN
so I pitches camp right there.
the great Macvane estate, which was
ever struck a cold trail." Six months by all druggists.
celebrated for Its fine
STATESMMEN NEEDED. or more ago Jamison
"Well, it was one of them nights
gave his note
and also for its splendid showing of
Notice for Publication.
which are so dark that you can't even
man
to
a
name
the
of
by
Felter
for
flowers throughout the summer sea
(Continued from Page One ) '
see your hand on the front of your ,
$35. The day the note was due, Fel- Department of the Interior,
son.
Coal
Land.
its
creed
the
wind
was
the
and
a
confession
face,
ter was passing Jamison's home,
of faith
She made her way to the potting
which
sets
forth in an orderly way when the latter hailed him and said:
May 4, 1911,
song through the pines and the river
room of the main green-houswhere
was
a base drum for accom- the doctrines taught in the bible as Mr. Felter, have you all come after
Notice is hereby given that Agri-nin- Macgregor was
generally to be found
de
paniment. It was jest sech a night understood by us. We ask our minis- that money? Felter, not realizing
of
Santa
Deigado
Gonzales,
over some of his plant babies;
as would make a feller feel kind o' ters in their ordination vows, to that the note was due that day as- Fe, N. M., who, on April 13, 1906, fussing
but the face of the man clad in worklonesome by himself, and I felt kinder pledge their fidelity thereto,
and sured Jamison that he was just pass made homestead entry, No.
ing clothes who turned from his work
spooky to boot. Well, it were well on while they may be nermttted anm ing and had not thought of the note.
for Lots 3 and 4, SW. 4 NW. at her entrance,- - was strange to
toward midnight, say about ten, an' I elasticity in the interpretation of the Well," said Jamison, that $35 is aue 4 Sec. 4, SE.
NE.
It was a bright, boyish
Sec. 5, Adelaide.
was sittin by my smouldern' camp-fir- e phrase 'containing the system of and I'll pay it, but I'll have to
Township 14 N. Range 9 E. N. M. P. face, lighted by a pair of deep gray
give
thinkin' over my past life and doctrine taught in the Holy Scrip- you all a check and I haven't
any Meridian, has filed notice of intention eyes; his fair wavy hair, was cut so
all the larks I'd been to; of my girl tures,' there should be no Juggling ch cks here. Hav you all got ' a to make Final five year Proof, to es close that the wave had little chance
wot used to be who married some with the phraseology and the accep- check on the Alamo National Bank?" tablish claim to the land above de to show.
Macgregor's wrinkled visage and
other feller, I fergit the" name, an' tance shoujd be sincere. And further Being told that Felter had not such a scribed, before Register or Receiver,
sich trivial incidents as that, when the highest judiciary of the church check, the negro then said: "Have V. S. Land Office, at Santa Fe, N. M., snow white mop' of hair were Quite
different
out o' the blackest side of the moun- must be the final court for the dec- you got a check on the Lockwood Na- on the 6th day of July, 1911.
"I am looking for Macgregor," Adetain, loud, clear, horrifying, came a laration of the necessary and essen tional Bank?" To this inquiry, FelClaimant names as witnesses:
as the strange young man
sound what made me Bit up an' my tial articles of faith.
Such a dec- ter had to plead lack of possession.
Jose N. Gonzales, Estanislao Pena, laide said,toward
her.
hair stand on end. It rings in my laration was made by the general as- - Then said Jamison: "Have you got Agustln Montoya, Jose Ortiz y Pino, advanced
"I am sorry," he answered, "but
ears now, boys, as I think of it. It semDiy one year ago. The Presbyter a check on the Frost National Bank?" all of Galisteo, N.
Macgregor received news yesterday
was a scream, a yell, terirble to hear, ian church has always stood for the
MANUEL R. OTERO,
of the blooming out of a very rare
which echoed from mountain to moun- sovereignty of God, for fhe bible as
Register.
orchid at Wilton, and he hurried over
tain and turned me into stone. Or the only infallible rule of faith and
You
there, leaving me in charge.
I can't de- practice, : and for the
salvatinn
rather, I wish't it had.
know orchids are his hobby. 1 do
IN
TONIC
Jesus
ACTION
Christ who died for
QUICK IN RESULTS
scribe it, but at the time it reminded through
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
not expect him back until late tomorme of when some old Apaches come our sins and rose aeain.
Thau
Qive prompt relief from BACKACHE,
row. But cannot I serve in Mac(Coal Land.)
over, to vvmaer smitn s piace ana truths, and others in harmony there- KlbNEY and BLADDER
DepaVtment of the interior,
gregor's place?" he asked as he saw'
TROUBLE,
TJ. S. Land Office at Santa
kills her old man right before her with, have been the teaching of the
M. the disappointment in her eyes.
N.
Fe,
RHEUMATISM, CONGESTION of the
, "I am afraid you have not been
eyes.. I'd been shot through the church from the days of the apostle
May 4, 1911.
KIDNEYS, INFLAMMATION of . the
shoulder and couldn't do a thing, hut down to the present hour.
Notice Is hereby given that Cornelia long enough at the business for your
OpposiI'll never forget the yell she lets out tion has arrayed itself, unbelief has BLADDER and all annoying URINARY Gonzales, of Santa Fe, N. M., who, on word to carry such weight as
answered Adelaide; "but
This was something like it only worse. tent forth its challenge, doubt has IRREGULARITIES. A
13, 1906, made homestead entry
positive boon to April
No.
for SW
It was somethn' like when you re been alert, and unfriendly criticism
NE
NW I will tell you why I want to see him
MIDDLE
AGED
and
so
has ridiculed. Through It all, the
much. Perhaps you can make some
ELDERLY 4 SE
SW
N.
section 6,
strangling a cat only louder.
she echoed from ' church has continued loyal to its com- PEOPLE and for WOMEN.
township 14 N., range 9 E., N. M. P. suggestion."
She explained the trouble over the
H. M. Beatty, Little Rock, Ark., Meridian, has filed notice of Intention
peak to peak. Scart? Well, I wouldn't-- ! mission and to its Divine Loader, and
have given two counterfeit Mexican today in the face of agitation, It can says. "For two years I have been to make final five year proof, to es planting of the sweet peas, and told
with severe kidney trouble. tablish claim to the land above de- oi.Aunt juiia's threat.
pennies for my courage then an' I possess the assurance of the Apostle troubled
"How would a booklet on the subfelt myself turn icy cold an'I couldn't Paul: 'Nevertheless, the foundation The pains across my back and over scribed, before register or receiver, U.
my hips were so bad that they almost S.' land office at Santa Fe, N. M., on ject do, until Macgregor returns?"
move. 'What was it,' you ask, 'wot of God standeth sure.'H
meant death to me at times. I used the 6th day of July 1911.
queried the interested young florist
"scart old Jim bo?' Well ir thn'
Church Unity of the nresent iiv
"I know be wrote one especially on
Claimant names as witnesses:
;
Just what I'd given a month's pay tc was emphasized, according to Dr, several well knows kidney remedies
bich gave me no relief until I used
Jose N. Gonzales, Estanislao Pena. weet pea culture several years ago,
know of that time, but I found out Little, by the numerous interdenominFoley Kidney Pills,, and these I can
and Jose Ortiz y and has received many letters from
the next mornlnV I was slttln' there ational
associations, conventions, uuthfully recommend as titer have Agustlnall Montoya,
persons who hare tried his method
N. M,
of
Galisteo,
Pino,
like someone turned to stone-- : when councils, brotherhoods," the' laymen.'!
end
bees delighted
me sound and well." Bold by
made
th the result.
MANUEL
R. OTERO,
out she comes again; this time much missionary movement and the
A It bears his name,
"
Into' all dracHMa.
' '
tt
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no
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"That is a first rate Idea." as-- ,
eented Adelaide, gratefully.
"I hope
It may settle the whole question, for
the next best thing to Macgregor him- self would be something over his
name."
The obliging young gardener
FOR REN'T Six roomed house, furat
onee went for one of the booklets. nished or unfurnished. D. S. Lowitzki.
ana quickly returned with a copy,
i "And
you might tell them that Mae-- I
FOR SALE Household goods and
gregor's sweet peas have taken first furnishings at 201
Galisteo street
at
the
state fair for five Call at any time.
prize
straight years." he remarked, as he
gave it to Adelaide.
LOST Chihuahua Dog on Satur-a-y
"Thank you so much," she annight from 431 San Francisco St.
swered, "and I am almost sure no
Return to Anaya & Loptz and receive
other help will be needed.
Adelaide hastened homeward with reward.
the light of victory In her eyes,
TYPEWRITERS.
j Upon
entering the big dining-rooshe had left Aunt Charlotte Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
she was surprised to see that Aunt platens furnished. RlbbonB and supJulia was also seated in the bay win-- ! plies. Typewriters sold, exchanged
dow, working Industriously at her and rented. Standard makes bandied.
tatting. With all the lmp.tuo"Uy of All repair work and typewriters guarExyouth she waved aloft the small but anteed. Santa Fe Typewriter
Important booklet, and cried:
change. Phone 231.
"Here is an authority neither of
you can deny, for you have known
PUBLIC LAND SCRIP Scrip will
Macgregor for centuries, and this is pass tirle to
government land without
what he says about swret peas."
fttlfment, residence or cultivation.
Her aunt gazed at her in astonishTitle to urisurveyed land cannot be
ment, but it did not take their enerprocured in any other manner. By
niece
to
getic
long
explain the puruse of strip costly, tedious and
pose of her walk and the informacontests may be averted. Write
tion she had acquired.
today for full particulars. Fen S.
"And what can you want better
210 Fleming
Bldg., Phoenix,
than the way that has won the state Arizona.
five
for
she
prize
years?"
inquired in jf
conclusion.
Hastily throwing on her wraps she
FRATERNAL SOCIETIES
seated herself between the two
aunties and started to read them
After several
Macgregor's booklet.
MASONIC.
pages of general directions as to soil,
Montezuma
Lodge
situation, etc., the rule for planting
No. 1, A. F. & A. M.
was reached.
To this both aunts
Regular communilistened with Intense Interest, while
cation first Monday
Adelaide slowly read:
of each month at
"Plant in trench 18 inches deep
Masonic - Hall at
early in March, as soon as ground Is
7.30.
workable."
H. H. DORMAX.
That was all as to planting, and
M sister
Adelaide looked up saying triumphantCHAS. E. LINXE?, Secretary.
ly: "So neither of you was right,
.
you see; and' I hope that next month
you will have a good long treneh of
Santa Fe Chapter No.
sweet peas planted according to Mac1, R. A. M.
Regular
gregor's directions." She jumped up
convocation second
and gave each auntie a good
hard
Monday of each month
hug. "Now will you be good, and
at Masonic Hall at
live together In peace and harmony?"
7:30 p. m.
Bhe asked in high delight.
JOHN H. WALKER.
Both Aunt Charlotte and Aunt
H. P.
Julia hastened to assure her that
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.
such was their Intention, and that
they should certainly try Macgregor's
Santa Fe Commanded
rule for sweet pea planting.
Aunt
No. 1, K. T. Regular
Charlotte added:
conclave fourth Mon- "I think it would take more than a
jfe? day in each month
at
flower to part Julia and me, in spite
Masonic Hall at 7:30
of all her threats; but we are both
Mi
32ir p. m.
glad to have the matter settled peaceCHAS. A. WHEELOW R n
fully I am sure, even if we are fond
You are a dear, W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
of squabbling.
thoughtful child, Adelaide."
Santa Fe Lodge of
The following evening on answerPerfection No. 1, 14th
ing a ring at the door herself, Adelaide beheld to her surprise Macgredegree. Ancient and Acgor standing before her, while behind
cepted Scottish Rite of
him she saw the face of the obliging
Free Masonry maets nn
young florist, who had presented her the third Monday of each month
with the booklet. Macgregor spoke at 7:30 o'clock in the evening In
at once.
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
"We have come to see if any more Visiting Scotish Rite Masons are cor
help is needed to settle the disagreedially invited to attend.
ment between your two aunts. Young
S. SPITZ, 31
Loft In Macvane could not rest until
Venerable Master.
he knew that the advice he gave was HENRY F.
STEPHENS, 32
sufficient to smooth things over?"
Secretary.
"Come In and see for yourselves,"
laughed Adelaide. "Your booklet actB. P. O. E.
ed like a charm, Macgregor, harSanta Fe Lodge No.
mony now reigns supreme."
4C0, B. P. O. E. holds
The aunties were pleased to see
its regular session on
their old friend Macgregor, and also
to meet after so long an absence, the
the second and fourth
youngest of the large Macvane family.
of each
Wednesday
All the Macvane youngsters had
month. Visiting broth
been educated abroad, and had Man
ers are invited and
tittle of their native land during the
welcome.
educational
period.
Young Loftln
A. J. FISCHER,
Macvane had been in the United.
D. SENA,
Exalted Ruler.
States for over a year: but he hA
Secretary.
been traveling all about the wildest
parts of the west, as he took a great
Interest in forestry. Anything in the
way of plants appealed to him, and
when a week before he had
returned to the big Macvane homestead
he at once donned workine toes and
became Macgregor's enthusiastic as
Independent Order of Beavers.
sistant
Santa Fe Dam No. 80. I. O. B. hold.
In spite of his foreign schooline. Us
regular session at 8 d. m Meetw
young Loftln was an ardent admirer first and third
Friday. Visiting Broth
of America and everything Ameri ers are
always welcome.
can.
The pretty niece comlne on
EDWARD C. BURKE,
her errand of good will had made
President
a deep impression on his heart; so
return nothing C. J. NEIS.
upon Macgregor's
would answer but their making an
Secretary.
Immediate call on this charming
countrywoman and her aunts.
F. W. FARMER
This first call with Macgregor was
Homestead No.
the first of many young Loftln mud.
, 2879.
and the two maiden aunts awoke beBrotherhood
of '
fore long to the realization that a
American
Yeomen
very sweet little romance was being
Meets
Second
enacted before their eyes.
and Fourth Thurs'Vand Just to think, I might have
days,
Delgado's
gone away again, as I Intended, and
Hall. H. Foreman,
never seen you, if your own dear,
C. G. Richie,
tender heart had not led you to me
Cor.
Sec. Mrs. Daisy
just because you could not hear to
see your blessed aunts unhappily,"
Farmer.
Young Loftln was saying one summsoon after their bethrothal
er-day
Santa Fe Camp
to Adelaide. "You are an angel of
N. W. A.
13514,
goodness."
meetSN second Tues.HE POETIC ATTITUDE.
day each month, social meeting third
The bards' of spring'
Tuesday- - at Elks
X.
Will warble soon.
Hall. Visting neigh- Of birds awing
bors welcome.
And golden June.
A. G. WHITTIER. Consul.
Tho' a po'try mill
CHAS. A. RISING, Clerk.
But
pays.
We'll poorly
have our fill
Of roundelays.
Notice for kunllcatlor.
Department of the Interior,
And sonneti, too.
Pecos Forest Not Coal Land.
And triolets,
When rhymsten woo
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
TUelr Juliets.
ADril 27. 1911.
NOTICE Is hereby-give- n
And flood the world
that FranWith needless sighs
cisco R. Montoya, of Glorieta, N. M.,
"Bout, rose leaves curled
who, on April 18, 1906, made homeWhere Cupid Ilea.
stead entry. No.
for SE
Section 32, Township
16 N..
Too glow.
Range 11 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has
A Chinese laundryman in Oakland, filed
notica of intention to make FI-- ,
Cal., recently had his troubles with a naltlve-yea- r
proof, to establish claim
watch that habitually lose time. So to
the land above described, before
he took the timepiece to the nearest
Register or Receiver of the U. S.
watchmaker.,
s, "Watchee no good to Charlie Lee," Land Office, at Santa Fe, N. M., on
aid he, briefly, pushing It across the the 23rd day of June, 1911.
Claimant names as witness: Jeiua
counter. "You tzee Mm, eh?" v
' "Certainly," said the watchmaker. Gonzales y Roybal, Tiburcio Mon-- "
"What seems to be the trouble with toya, Eequibel Ortiz, all of Glorieta,
N M.; and Jose Martinez, of Santa Fe.
,
N. M.
;
"Oh, bin too much by
by,"
MANUEL R. OTERO,
aid Charlie Lee.- - Woman's National
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GROCERY

tuc nmiv
Santa Fe,

For

Fresh Vegetables
of all kinds, we are headquarters for fresh vegetables and always
supply of everything the home and other markets afford.

havea large

Everything first class

6

morrow forenoon at 7 o'clock from
Guadalupe church. Muligan & Rising

COUNCIL OF NATIONAL
DEFENSE IS FAVORED.

are the funeral directors.
The Weather The mercury climbed Hobson's Bill to Create Body Discussed in the House Committee
up to 74 degrees yesterday and fell
' on Naval
as low as 39. The average relative
Affair.
humidity for the day was, 24 per cent (By Special Leased rire to New Mexican)
Yesterday was a clear day with high
Washington, D. C, May 19. The
winds in the afternoon and somewhat! proposed council of national defense,
dusty at intervals. This dust was no-- i the establishment of which is provided
ticed particularly by those who rode, for in a bill introduced by Hobson of
in autos and on horseback.
i
Alabama, was under discussion today
See the Big Biplane in action at thejbefore the House committee on naval
Elks' tonight.
j affairs.
Military leaders and officials
The council
Death of Warren Bdyer Warren favor the proposition.
Boyer of South Bethlehem, Pa., for! would consist of the secretary of war,
some time a resident of, Santa Fe and as president, the secretary of t the
who had a homestead claim near navy, chairman of the Senate and the
Moriarty, Torrance county, and from House committees on appropriations,
there went to Denver, Colorado, tak-- foreign relations, military and naval
ing up newspaper wdrk, died at the! affairs, the chief of the general staff
state sanitarium for consumptives, at! of the army, the aide for operations
White Haven, Pa. He was aged 24 of the navy, and the presidents of the
years.
The chief
war and navy colleges.
function of the council would be to deLATEST NEWS FROM
termine a general policy of notional
THE PRIZE RING. defense. ,.

New

j

DEPARTMENT

1

of bread for 25 cents

loaves

FRIDAY, MAY 19, 1911.

X. M., May 11).
Mexico Fair to- - X
Institute Program A printed pamnight: colder in north portion
phlet patterned after one issued by
with frost. Saturday fair and
County School Superintendent John V.
cooler
Conway, is to hand and gives information relative to the Socorro county
Teacher's Normal Institute, which conOn the Border Line a great mil- venes on June 5.
j
See it tonight.
The Green Tag Sale will be extenditary picture.
Salt Brick for your horse and cow ed one week longer ending Saturday,
at GOEBELS.
May 2fith. Nathan Salmon, the Big
Call the Capital City Dairy, phone Store, has decided to extend the big
Black 18S, when in need of milk and sale on Hart, Schaffuer & Marx for
one week longer. The public will do
cream. Surplus always on hand.
The Advantage of personally select- well by making a call and select a
ed and planned clothes can he demo- snappy
spring and summer
nstrated. Read over the advertisement suit at a great reduction in price.
of W. H. Goebel.
He Arrived Today and will be at
Silk Guage Green Window Curtains (he Elks' tonight. The Kid From Arizona. He's good.
r
The real new style, at
Death of Mrs. Martinez Francisca
Furniture Co. Read the change
Gutierrez de Martinez
of advertisement.
See How Bella was won at the Eilks at her home at 364 Agua Fria street, Welch Chosen, to Referee Wolqast- - JAMES ELLIOTT IS
at the age of 58 years, after a long illtonight.
MENTALLY DERANGED.
Burns Fight Jimmy Britt After
to- Change of Program at the Elks' to ness. The funeral will take place
Championship.

and BAKERY

OUR BAKERY

I

Ml III

I

night besides the war pictures: The
Kid From Arizona; and How Bella
Was Won. Show at 8 o'clock.
Spring and Summer Dress Goods
A line unexcelled and special prices
for tomorrow at Adolf Seligman Dry
Goods Company.

oniiun na

S. M.

,

F. Andrews

Phone No. 4.

j

Phone No.4.

Akers-Wag-ne-
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The Giving of Gifts
A HAPPY CUSTOM

OBSERVED
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OLD
TELLS SENSATIONAL TALE.

FOURTEEN-YfcA-

Tied to a Stake by School Companions
Who Attempted o Burn Him
Alive Indian Fashion.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Lockport, N. Y., May 19 A sensation has been caused by the arrest of
school boys on a
two
charge preferred by Avery Murphy, 14
years old, who claims that they tied
him to a tree and attempted to burn
him alive in Indian fashion.
Murphy testified that the accused
boys waylaid him and proceeded ,to
overpower him and bind his hands and
feet. He was tied to a tree and then
his captors whooped around him like
Indians.

Finally, he says, they gathered papers, and twigs and started a fire at
his feet. He became hysterical and
screamed but succeeded in stamping
out the fire and releasing himself after the older boys had left.

'
Had Sworn That National ; Erectors' MRS. ANNE CHAPMAN COM- MITTED SUICIDE.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Association Had Employed Him
Los Angeles, Cal., May 19. Des-- ;
San Francisco, May 19. Jack Welch
to Blow Up Buildings,
was chosen today to referee the W'ol-- j ;By Special Leaser Wire to New Mexican) pondency over ill health prompted
s
Mrs. Anne Chapman, 69 years old, to
fight here on May 27, Thej putsburg, Fa., May 19. James
haniT herself here. :The body was
In beginning liot who iast
champion.
an
made
alleged
night
sparring work today, hurt the hand , confession In which he charged that found by her husband. The woman
that was broken lastfall and will do offlcers of the National Erectors Asso- - tied a Trunk rope to the transom and
no more boxing for several days. Burns Ciati0n anQ detectives
employed by it looping one end around4 her neck,
is training faithfully. He tips the; were imniicated in the wrecking of stepped' off a chair. Mrs. Chapman
,
,
,,
scales at a fraction less than 136.
with her husband recently
Dtuiaings inrougnoui me country con- came here
'
Jimmy Britt and Bat Nelson.
labor this af- - from Denver.
structed by
New York, N. Y., May 19. Jimmy
Britt, once lightweight champion, of
the world, is going to try or '.th title
again. "But first of all," he said, "I
want a return match with another former champion, Bat Nelson."
Britt stepped ashore today with a
commission from Hugh Mcintosh the1
Australian promoter, to offer 'Jack
Johnson $25,000 for a fight next September with the winner of the
bout.
of fishing tackle which is the largest and
... .
i We have just received a large shipment
in Santa Fe,
shown
been
ever
has
line
that
most
May"
complete
ttiin
gast-Bttrn-

We don't sale Cheap Meat but we do sell
Meat Cheap considering that you get the
finest

non-unio- n

Headquarters For

Kansas City

BEST FRIENDS

SPITZ

BEEF

Manufacturing
Jeweler.

PORK, MUTTON, VEAL, LAMB Etc.

McVey-Langfor-

i

ARE YOUR HOSE INSURED?

SIMON

i

JARS

RODS
CREELS
SNELL HOOKS
LINES LEADERS

FLIES

r
Phone
92

J

II

BAIT BOXES
LANDING NETS

(By Special Leased TTlre to liew Mexican)
Washington, May 19. Railways op

Lightens Housework,
Only 15c two for 25c Try it

erating in the central passenger association territory including Ohio; Illinois, Indiana and Michigan are permitted by an order issued today by
the interstate commerce commission
to exact higher passenger fares fot
interstate than for jntra-statbusiness
where state legislature or state commissions have established a two cent
a mile rate.

MARKET

92

COPYfi'tlTtrj

1906

help you pick

&.

SUPPLY CO.

Banner Green Tag Sale
Still On
Great Bargain

Don't forget our Banner Green Tag Sale, and get your full share of all the

good clothes and best

suit on earth, Hart Schaffner
Owing to the great amount of suits that has
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Schaffher & Marx

I

&

Marx make.

J

been sold during this sale
week, we are announcing another week extension and give you the opportunity
to get a move on yourself and think over the pattern of suit you want, but remember it is one week only, commencing today and endirig Saturday 26th.
You can't make a mistake by buying a Hart Schaffner & Marx suit because all
guaranteed wool, and first class in every respect.
Another advantage you have when you wear a Hart Schaffner & Marx suit
every tasty dresser will admire it because they are cut and made right and the
swellest styles money can buy. Our 2 piece suits are exceptionally fine in
every ref pect. Call and see for yourself.
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Suits
Suits
Suits
Suits
Suits
Suits

$
$
$
$
$
$

37.50
32.50
30.00
27.50
25.00
22.50

ThF H0BION

SANTA FE HARDWARE

THE BIG STORE
A

Bf

,
:

-

-

-

-

MN

GO)

for Fishing.. Come in and and let the man who know
out your tackle for the.big "FISHING TRIP."

And everything necessary

e

pnone

OF

ASSORTMENT

A FINE

Railroads May Charge More Than
Statutory Figure for Interstate
Passenger Traffic.

it

i
ll

HAMS AND BACON.
IN

Nei-- i

son, who is visiting here, today wired
Harry Pollock, matchmaker of; the
Twentieth Century Athletic Club' of
New York, authorizing him to arrange
a match for Nelson with Jimmy Britt
for September.

Have You Tried Light House Cleanser

ft

m m

BAND

d

STATE RATE LAWS
ARE NOT BINDING.

guaranteed for six months

m

GOLD

STAR SLICED BACON

If not try 6 pairs Holeproof for
MEN and WOMEN
j

PURE LARD,

Fishing Tackle

iT-Ba-

st. Joseph,

J.JJJJ.IIJia

county home.

:

We have EXQUISITE DESIGNS in Filigree Crosses-Go- ld
and
SilverPlain and set with turquoise for chains, brooches,
etc. A NEW LINE OF THE LATEST IN JABOT PINS.
Our Store is' Filled with Suggestions.
WORTHY

i

Phone

MORE UN1VER-SALL- Y
EACH YEAR

O 8:

PARTICULARLY SUITED

m

X

ternoon was found to be mentally deranged and was sent to the Allegheny

'

Now
Now
Now
Now
Now
Now

$
$
$
$
$
$

3Q.00

27.50
25.00
22.50
20.00
17.50

-

'.

